
Part I
Organisations and Institutions



Organisations and Institutions provide an interesting perspective for open Multi-
Agent Systems and Agreement Technologies. For example, organisations can be
employed to specify how to solve a complex task or problem by anumber of agents
in a declarative way; agents participating in an organisation can work together and
form teams for the solution of a particular task that helps reaching the global goals of
the organisation; organisational structures can improve and accelerate co-ordination
processes in open environments. Moreover, the notion of institution has been used
within the agent community to model and implement a variety of socio-technical
systems, enabling and regulating the interaction among autonomous agents in order
to ensure norm compliance.

This part addresses how agent organisationsand institutions can improve and ac-
celerate coordination processes in open environments. A state-of-art of recent pro-
posals for describing agent organisations is given in Chap.1, relating the different
methodologies and formal approaches for defining agent organisations in an ex-
plicit way. Moreover, a review and comparison of recent approaches of Artificial
Institutions is provided in Chap. 2. Furthermore, there have been some recent ap-
proaches for developing agents capable of understanding the organisation structure
and functionality and then being able for deciding whether participate inside or even
generate new structures for the organisation. A review of this kind of agents, known
as organisation-aware agents, is provided in Chap. 3. Finally, an important question
in open systems is how to endow an organisation with autonomic capabilities to
yield a dynamical answer to changing circumstances. Thus, areview of methods for
designing and/or implementing adaptive agent organisations is given in Chap. 4.



Chapter 1
Describing agent organisations

Estefania Argente and Olivier Boissier and Sergio Esparciaand Jana Görmer and
Kristi Kirikal and Kuldar Taveter

Abstract This chapter addresses how agent organisations can improveand acceler-
ate coordination processes in open environments. A state-of-art of recent proposals
for describing agent organisations is given, relating the different methodologies and
formal approaches for defining agent organisations in an explicit way. As example,
four different proposals developed within the COST action IC0801 are detailed: (i)
the MOISE organisation Model, which provides structural, functional and normative
specifications of an organisation, and it is integrated in anOrganisation Management
infrastructure; (ii) the Virtual Organisation Model, which describes the structural,
functional, dynamical, environmental and normative dimensions of an organisation,
and it is complemented by the Virtual Organisation Formalization; (iii) the Agent-
Oriented Modelling for sociotechnical systems, which are organisations consisting
of human and man-made agents; and (iv) the AAOL agent architecture, in which
groups of autonomous agents are organized in Localities. This chapter proposes a
global comparison of different organisational existing model with the four detailed
models in terms of the different description dimensions they propose.
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1.1 Introduction

To cope with the openness, decentralisation and dynamicityof applications targeted
by Multi-Agent technologies, an organisational perspective has been promoted in
the domain these last years. This perspective proposes thatthe joint activity inside
Multi-Agent Systems should be explicitly regulated by a consistent body of norms,
plans, mechanisms and/or structures formally specified to achieve some definite
global purpose. Inspired by the metaphor with human organisations [56], differ-
ent organisational models have been proposed in the literature, for the engineering
of such systems (e.g. [24, 48, 41, 22, 18, 37, 60, 54, 57, 3]).

An organisational model consists of a conceptual frameworkand a syntax in
which specifications for agent organisations can be written. We call this an Organisa-
tion Modelling Language (OML). From such specifications, called hereafter organ-
isational specification, an organisation can be enacted on atraditional multi-agent
platform or, more realistically, by using some organisation management infrastruc-
ture (OMI) [39, 42, 23, 34]. In general, these organisation management infrastruc-
tures take the organisational specifications as input, interpret them, and provide the
agents with an organisation according to the given specification. In order to enter,
to work inside or to leave the agent organisation, the agentsare supposed to know
how to access the services of the infrastructure and to make requests according to
the available organisational specification. Equipped withsuch capabilities, agents
develop what we callOrganisation Awarenessskills making them able to reason on
the organisation to decide to enter or not in such a structure, to change it by setting
in place a reorganisation process and finally to comply or notto the different rights
an duties promoted by the organisation.

In this chapter, we will mainly focus on the Organisation Modelling Language.
While there has been a strong emphasis on agent organisations, as shown by the
number and diversity of proposed organisational models, a few work aimed at re-
viewing the proposals and to assess their modelling capabilities [12], at reviewing
and comparing organisational paradigms - i.e., general types of organisational struc-
tures like hierarchies, teams, markets, matrix organisations, etc. [38, 19], at propos-
ing taxonomies of organisation and social concepts for the engineering of agent
organisations [50].

As stated in [15], Multi-Agent organisations exhibit basictraits that participate or
not to the modelling proposed by the different approaches cited above. These basic
traits that may be part of the organisational models are:

• System structure (resp. functions): elements that form thesystem and the rela-
tionships interconnecting these elements (resp. input/output relations coupling
the system to external environment)

• static (resp. kinetic) perspectives: time independent (resp. dependent) description
of the system

In the sequel, we will also use the vocabulary introduced in [15]: organisation mod-
els may give birth toorganisation meta-models, that is to say a model that rep-
resents the conceptualization behind a modelling language. Meta-models are used
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to produce and define organisation specifications. Organisation specifications are
themselves used to implement organisations.

In the following, we will describe different approaches forOrganisation Mod-
elling Languages. More specifically, section 1.2 details the M OISE organisation
model [41]; whereas section 1.3 details the VOM organisation model [4].

Furthermore, in contemporary complex sociotechnical systems it is not feasible
to possess all the information about the environment and to keep this information
continuously updated. Agent-oriented modelling as advocated by Sterling & Taveter
[59] presents a holistic approach for analysing and designing organisations consist-
ing of humans and technical components. We subsume both under the term ofagent,
which we define as an active entity that can act in the environment, perceive events,
and reason [59]. We term organisations consisting of human and man-made agents
associotechnical systems. In section 1.4 we will explain how to apply agent-oriented
modelling for describing such agent organisations.

Moreover, in section 1.5, a conceptual metamodel and architecture for Groups
in Organized Localities to facilitate the model-based development of agent organi-
sations is briefly explained. Localities capture the idea ofa restricted sphere of in-
fluence and environmental constraints in which semi-autonomous agents cooperate
under the control of centralized regulation bodies, calledinstitutions.

Finally, in section 1.6, a comprehensive view of different Organisation Models
is included, in which we compare different organisation models that have been pro-
posed in the literature.

1.2 TheM OISE Organisation Model

M OISE (Model of Organisation for multI-agent SystEms) [41] is an organisational
model that proposes an Organisation modelling language, anOrganisation Manage-
ment infrastructure and finally basic primitives to make possible the development of
Organisation Aware Skills for the agents. We describe belowfirst theM OISEOML.

1.2.1 M OISE Organisation Modelling Language.

TheM OISE OML explicitly distinguishes three aspects in the modelling of an or-
ganisation: the structural specification, the functional specification and the norma-
tive specification.

Structural Specification: The structural specification defines the agents’ static
relations through the notions of roles, roles relations andgroups. A role defines a
set of constraints the agent has to accept to enter in a group.There are two kinds of
constraints: structural and functional. Structural constraints are defined by means of
links and compatibilities that a source role has in relationto a target role. The links
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are sub-divided in communication, acquaintance and authority links. The commu-
nication links enable message exchange between related roles. Acquaintance links
enable agents playing one role to get information about agents playing another role.
The authority links represent power relation between roles. All the links define con-
straints that an agent accepts when it enters a group and begins to play a role. By
its turn, the compatibility relation constrains the additional roles an agent can play
given the roles it is already playing. A compatibility between a role A and a role B
means that an agent playing role A is also permitted to play role B. In the structural
specification, a group is defined by a group specification. A group specification con-
sists of group roles (roles that can be played), sub-group specifications (group de-
composition), links and compatibilities definitions, rolecardinalities and sub-group
cardinalities.

M OISE Functional Specification: The functional specification describes how
an agent organisation usually achieves its global goals, i.e., how these goals are
decomposed (by plans) and distributed to the agents (by missions). Global goals,
plans and missions are specified by means of a social scheme. Asocial scheme
can be seen as a goal decomposition tree, where the root is a global goal and the
leaves are goals that can be achieved by an individual agent.In a social scheme,
an internal node and its children represent a plan to achievea sub-goal. The plan
consists in performing the children goals according to a given plan operator. There
are three kinds of plan operators: sequence (to do the sub-goal in sequence), choice
(to choose and do only one sub-goal) and parallel (to do all the sub-goals in parallel).

M OISE Normative Specification:The normative specification associates roles
to missions by means of norms stating permissions and obligations. Norms can also
have application-dependent conditions bearing on the organisation or environment
state. For instance, norms may define sanction and reward strategies for violation
and conformance of other norms. Note that a norm inM OISE is always an obliga-
tion or permission to commit to a mission. Goals are therefore indirectly linked to
roles since a mission is a set of goals. Prohibitions are assumed ’by default’ with
respect to the specified missions: if the normative specification does not include a
permission or obligation for a role-mission pair, it is assumed that the role does not
grant the right to commit to the mission.

1.2.2 M OISE Organisation Model: Other Components

TheM OISE organisation model is complemented by an organisation management
infrastructure,ora4mas, and basic capabilities for making possible the development
of organisation aware skills at the agent level.

Organisation Management Infrastructure: The Organisation Management
Infrastructure supporting this organisation model follows the Agent & Artifact
model [52, 39]. In this approach, a set of organisational artifacts is available in the
MAS environment providing operations and observable properties for the agents so
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that they can interact with the Organisation Management Infrastructure (OMI). For
example, each scheme instance is managed by a “scheme artifact”. A scheme artifact
provides operations such as “commit to mission” and “goalx has been achieved”
(whereby agents can act upon the scheme) and observable properties (whereby
agents can perceive the current state of the scheme). The OMIcan be effortlessly
distributed by deploying as many artifacts as necessary forthe application.

Following the ideas introduced in [40], each organisational artifact has within
it an Normative Programming Language interpreter that is given as input: (i) the
program automatically generated from the organisation specification for the type of
the artifact (e.g. the artifact that will manage a social scheme will receive as input the
corresponding program translated from that scheme specification), and (ii ) dynamic
facts representing the current state of (part of) the organisation (e.g. the scheme
artifact itself will produce dynamic facts related to the current state of the scheme
instance). The interpreter is then used to compute: (i) whether some operation will
bring the organisation into an inconsistent state (where inconsistency is defined by
means of the specified regimentations), and (ii ) the current state of the obligations.

Agent Organisation Aware Mechanisms:Thanks to theora4masOMI, the set
of organisational artifacts, available in the MAS environment, provides operations
and observable properties for the agents so that they can interact with the organi-
sation. These different concrete computational entities aimed at managing, outside
the agents, the current state of the organisation in terms ofgroups, social schemes,
and normative state encapsulate and enact the organisationbehaviour as described
by the organisation specifications.

Thanks to the A&A model [52], Artifacts’ operations and artifacts’ observable
properties and events are respectively mapped into agents’external actions and into
agents’ percepts (leading to beliefs and triggering events). This means that - at run-
time - an agent can do an actionα if there is (at least) one artifact providingα as
operation - if more than one such artifact exist, the agent may contextualise the ac-
tion explicitly specifying the target artifact. On the perception side, a set of observ-
able properties of the artifacts that an agent is observing are directly represented as
(dynamic) beliefs in the agent’s belief base - so as soon as their values change, new
percepts are generated for the agent that are then processedautomatically(within
the agent reasoning cycle) and the belief base is updated. Soprogramming an agent,
it is possible to write down plans that directly react to changes in the observable
state of an artifact or that are selected based on contextualconditions that include
the observable state of possibly multiple artifacts. This mapping brings significant
improvements to the action and perception model provided ingeneral by agent pro-
gramming languages.

Translating this to the organisation side, from an agent point of view, organisa-
tional artifacts provide the actions that can be used to proactively take part in an
organisation (for example, to adopt and leave particular roles, to commit to mis-
sions, to signal to the organisation that some social goal has been achieved, etc.),
and provide dynamically specific observable properties to make the state of an or-
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ganisation perceivable along with its evolution. Besides,they provide actions that
can be used by organisational agents to manage the organisation itself.

1.3 Modelling Virtual Organisations

The concept of Virtual Organisation (VO) firstly appeared inthe business field.Busi-
nessDictionary.comdefinesVirtual Organisation as ’an organisation that does not
have a physical (bricks and mortar) presence but exists electronically (virtually) on
the Internet, or an organisation that is not constrained by the legal definition of a
company, or an organisation formed in an informal manner as an alliance of inde-
pendent legal entities’.

DeSanctis and Monge [17] define a virtual organisation as ’a collection of geo-
graphically distributed, functionally and/or culturallydiverse entities that are linked
by electronic forms of communication and rely on lateral, dynamic relationships for
coordination’. Despite its diffuse nature, a common identity holds the organisation
together in the minds of members, customers, or other constituents. The virtual or-
ganisation is often described as one that is replete with external ties [13], managed
via teams that are assembled and disassembled according to needs [33], and con-
sisting of employees who are physically dispersed from one another [11]. The result
is a ’company without walls’ [27] that acts as a ’collaborative network of people’
working together, regardless of location or who ’owns’ them[33].

Later the term Virtual Organisation was taken to be used in the research field of
computer science. More precisely, in one of the most trending topics in distributed
computation, Grid Computing. This field of distributed computation focuses on
large-scale, high-performance and innovative systems. Fosteret al.[26] define a VO
as ’a set of individuals and/or institutions defined by sharing computers, software,
data, and other resources, as required by a range of collaborative problem-solving
and resource-brokering strategies emerging in industry, science, and engineering’.

The term Virtual Organisation was also used in Multi-Agent Systems, where this
term tries to catch the essence of the concepts from businessand grid computing. In
this case, the ’Virtual’ concept of the Virtual Organisation term normally refers to its
’virtuality’, i.e. its software existence. Argente [1] states that a Virtual Organisation
is a social entity built by a set of agents that carry out different functionalities. They
are structured as a set of communication patterns and a specific topology, following
a set of norms, in order to achieve the global goals of the organisation. In fact, this
last definition is the one that represents best our idea of Virtual Organisation.

Thus, a Virtual Organisation (VO) presents the following features:

• it is composed by agents, independently from their internalfeatures and individ-
ual objectives.

• it follows a global goal, which is not dependant from the agents’ individual ob-
jectives.

• tasks to be executed by agents are divided by means of roles, which describe the
activities and functionalities of the organisation.
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• the system is distributed in groups or organisational unitswhere interaction be-
tween agents takes place.

• its bounds are clearly defined, determined by the environment of the organisation,
the internal and external agents, as well as the functionality and services offered
by the organisation.

This section presents two approaches for defining VOs: (i) anUML-based ap-
proach, named Virtual Organisation Model (VOM); and a formal approach, named
Virtual Organisation Formalisation (VOF).

1.3.1 Virtual Organisation Model (VOM)

The Virtual Organisation Model [4] is an Organisational Modelling Language, de-
fined to describe an Organisation-Centred MAS by means of an UML-based lan-
guage, identifying the elements that are relevant in an organisation. As most of
the metamodels, VOM also gives support to a software development methodology
by upholding the development of the Virtual Organisations defined in GORMAS
methodology [2] . Systems defined by VOM are structured by means of the Or-
ganisational Dimensions [14], which are based on a specific method from the Or-
ganisation Theory to define human organisations. Thus, eachof these dimensions
(structural, functional, dynamical, environment, and normative) is represented by a
model inside the Virtual Organisation Model. More specifically, the Organisational
Dimensions describe:

• Structural Dimension. Describes the components of the system and their re-
lationships. It defines the organisation, composed of agents and organisational
units, roles, and their social relationships.

• Functional Dimension. Details the functionalities of the system based on ser-
vices, tasks and objectives. It also describes the stakeholders that interact with the
organisational units, the services offered by the organisation, and the resources
used by the organisation.

• Dynamical Dimension. Defines interactions between agents, as well as the role
enactment process, defining the roles that organisational units or agents are able
to play.

• Environment Dimension. The environment of the organisation is defined by
means of the workspaces that structure the environment and the artifacts (that are
located inside of the environment). Thus, the organisationcan make use of both:
workspaces and artifacts.

• Normative Dimension. Describes normative restrictions to the action space of
entities which populate the system, including organisational norms that agents
must fulfil, with associated sanctions and rewards.

As an example, we depict here just a couple of these dimensions, the structural
and environment ones, in order to give an overview on how these Organisational
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Dimensions are represented by means of VOM. A detailed description of all this
model can be found in [4].

TheStructural Dimension(Fig. 1.1) describes the system’s components and their
relationships. It allows defining the organisational elements that are independent
from the entities that execute them. Specifically, it defines:

• Organisational Units(OUs) that build the system, which can also include other
units in a recursive way, as well as agents.

• Rolesdefined inside OUs. A role defines the set of functionalities that an entity
is able to carry out, and the set of goals and obligations associated to this role.
The contains relationship allows to specify the cardinality of each role. A role
hierarchy can be defined by means of relationships of inheritance between roles.

• the organisationalsocial relationships. The kind of a social relationship between
two units is related to their position in the organisationalstructure (i.e. infor-
mation, monitoring, and supervision). These relationships allow to describe how
roles are related between them, being possible for roles to exchange information,
supervise how subordinated roles are developing their objectives, and to delegate
their own tasks to subordinated roles.

• Normsthat control the global behaviour of the members of the organisation.

Fig. 1.1 Structural Dimension [4].

TheEnvironment Dimension(Figure 1.2) of VOM defines the environment of a
Virtual Organisation. It depicts how the environment is structured, adding a phys-
ical description, and which are the entities populating it,i.e. the resources that are
available for the organisation to be used; or other organisations. This representation
of the environment is based on the Agents & Artifacts conceptual framework [52].
The elements on the Environment Dimension are:
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• Workspacesstructure the environment in a similar way than the physicalworld is
structured. They are able to be intersected and nested between them, and organi-
sations are located in one or some of them.

• Artifacts, which are reactive entities that agents use to achieve their objectives.
Artifacts are located inside workspaces. Each type of artifact is represented in
the metamodel by means of its particular operations and observable properties.

• Agents, proactive entities of the system (belonging to an organisation or not) that
are able to perceive a set of workspaces of the environment and to use a set of
artifacts.

Theartifact entity has been refined into three inherited artifacts, i.e., the Artifacts
for Organisational Mechanisms [21], which are a set of artifacts that present features
from the Organisational Mechanisms [8]. Organisational Mechanisms enable regu-
lating the behaviour of a MAS in both a macro and a micro perspective. The three
types of artifacts defined in VOM are : (i)Informative artifacts, provided with op-
erations that allow agents (and other artifacts) to requestinformation; (ii) incentive
artifacts, whose goal is to modify the reward system of the MAS, and are enhanced
with operations for adding and deleting incentives from this reward system; and (iii)
coercive artifacts, which are able to modify the action space of an agent by means
of their particular operations.

Fig. 1.2 Environment Dimension [4].
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1.3.2 Virtual Organisation Formalisation.

This proposal [20] is aimed to cover all concepts of the Organisational Dimensions
and to provide a formalization as much complete as possible,with the aim of iden-
tifying the elements that compose a VO, facilitating the adaptation process, and
checking its correctness.

Virtual Organisation Formalisation (VOF) focuses on threeelements: (i) the Or-
ganisational Specification (OS), which details the set of ’static’ elements of the or-
ganisation, i.e. the elements that are independent from thefinal entities that execute
them; (ii) theOrganisational Entity(OE), which represents the entities that will
then execute the elements inOS; and (iii) theOrganisational Dynamics(φ ), which
relates elements fromOSwith elements fromOE. As an example, we present here
the definition of a VO, and the details for deeper levels of theformalization can be
found in [20].

Definition 1 A Virtual Organisation vo∈ V O is defined, at a given time t, as a
tuple vo(t) = 〈OS(vo, t),OE(vo,t),φ(vo,t)〉 where:

• OS(vo, t) refers to theOrganisational Specificationof vo, which describes the
structural definition of the organisation, at a given time t.It is defined as
OS(vo, t) = 〈SD(vo, t),FD(vo,t),ED(vo,t),ND(vo,t)〉 where:

– SD(vo, t) is the Structural Dimension of vo at a given time t. It defines roles
and relations between them.

– FD(vo, t) is the Functional Dimension of vo at a given time t. It describes the
functionalities of the system, including goals, services and tasks.

– ED(vo, t) is the Environment Dimension of vo at a given time t, which de-
scribes the environment of the organisation, including artifacts and workspaces.

– ND(vo, t) is the Normative Dimension of vo at a given time t, defining the
norms that rule a VO.

• OE(vo, t) refers to theOrganisational Entityof vo at a given time t, which rep-
resents the entities populating the system, which can be agents or other VOs.

• φ(vo, t) refers to theOrganisational Dynamicsof vo at a given time t, allowing
to relate OS(vo, t) with OE(vo,t). It has information about role allocation and
active norms and services.

While VOM is able to define systems at design time, VOF is also able to rep-
resent different states that the system passes through its execution. This important
feature, as well as its detailed and accurate description ofthe organisational ele-
ments will make it easier to identify different elements that change through time,
provoking behaviour or structural changes in the organisation. Thus, VOF will be-
come an excellent tool when dealing with organisational adaptation.
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1.4 Agent-Oriented Modelling for Describing Agent
Organisations

Agent-oriented modelling as advocated by Sterling & Taveter [59] presents a holis-
tic approach for analysing and designing organisations consisting of humans and
technical components. We subsume both under the term ofagent, which we define
as an active entity that can act in the environment, perceiveevents, and reason [59].
We term organisations consisting of human and man-made agents associotechnical
systems.

The core of agent-oriented modelling lies in the viewpoint framework that can be
populated with different kinds of models. Figure 1.3 depicts the viewpoint frame-
work populated with a particular set of models by Sterling & Taveter [59] that we
are going to use in Chap. 4 Sect. 4.6 for the case study of designing an adaptive
socio-technical system for cell phone manufacturing. The viewpoint framework rep-
resented in Figure 1.3 maps each model to the vertical viewpoint aspects of interac-
tion, information, and behaviour and to the horizontal abstraction layers of analysis,
design, and platform-specific design. Each cell in the tablerepresents a specific
viewpoint. Proceeding by viewpoints, we next give an overview of the types of
models employed in Chap. 4 Sect. 4.6.

Fig. 1.3 The model types of agent-oriented modelling

From the viewpoint ofbehaviour analysis, a goal modelcan be considered as
a container of three components: goals, quality goals, and roles [59]. A goal is a
representation of a functional requirement of the sociotechnical system to be devel-
oped. Aquality goal, as its name implies, is a non-functional or quality requirement
of the system. Goals and quality goals can be further decomposed into smaller re-
lated subgoals and subquality goals. The hierarchical structure is to show that the
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subcomponent is an aspect of the top-level component. Goal models also determine
roles that are capacities or positions that agents playing the roles need to contribute
to achieving the goals. Roles are modelled in detail in the viewpoint of interaction
analysis. The notation for representing goals and roles is shown in Figure 1.4. This
notation is used in Chap. 4 Sect. 4.6 in presenting requirements for the case study
of an adaptive socio-technical system for cell phone manufacturing. Goal models
go hand in hand withmotivational scenariosthat describe in an informal and loose
narrative manner how goals are to be achieved by agents enacting the corresponding
roles [59].

From the viewpoint ofinteraction analysis, the properties of roles are expressed
by role models. Arole modeldescribes the role in terms of the responsibilities
and constraints pertaining to the agent(s) playing the role. Organisation modelis
a model that represents the relationships between the rolesof the sociotechnical
system, forming an organisation [59]. Organisation modelsare central in designing
sociotechnical systems because organisational relationships between roles essen-
tially determine interaction between roles in an organisation. Interactions will be
addressed from the viewpoint of interaction design.

From the viewpoint ofinformation analysis, domain modelrepresents the knowl-
edge to be handled by the sociotechnical system. A domain model consists of do-
main entities and relationships between them. A domain entity is a modular unit of
knowledge handled by a sociotechnical system [59].

From the viewpoint ofinteraction design, agent modelstransform the abstract
constructs from the analysis stage, roles, to design constructs,agent types, which
will be realized in the implementation process. Theacquaintance modelcomple-
ments the agent models by outlining interaction pathways between the agents of
the system.Interaction modelsrepresent interaction patterns between agents of the
given types. They are based on responsibilities defined for the corresponding roles.

From the viewpoint ofinformation design, the knowledge modeldescribes the
private and shared knowledge by agents of the Multi-Agent System to be designed.
Finally, from the perspective ofbehaviour design, scenariosandbehaviour models
describe the behaviours of agents in the system.

Fig. 1.4 Notation for modelling goals and roles
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We described one possible way of populating the viewpoint framework with
models. Agent-oriented modelling is a generic approach rather than another AOSE
methodology. It means that rather than using particular types of models, the com-
pleteness of the design process matters. Design is completewhen all the viewpoints
corresponding to the cells of Table 1.3 are covered by models. For example, in Chap.
7 of [59] it is demonstrated how the viewpoint framework can be populated by (com-
binations of) models originating in the following AOSE methodologies: Gaia [9],
MaSE [16], Tropos [7], Prometheus [53], ROADMAP [45], and RAP/AOR [61].
Agent-oriented modelling thus prescribes neither any specific agent-oriented soft-
ware engineering methodology nor any agent-based softwareplatform, but is com-
patible with most of them. Agent-oriented modelling instead proposes a concep-
tual framework that facilitates achieving the completeness of views and abstraction
layers when designing a sociotechnical system, such as an information system or
industrial automation system.

In Chap. 4 Sect. 4.6 we will show how agent-oriented modelling can be applied
to designing adaptive agent organisations. Our starting point that Section 4.6 is that
adaptivity needs to be part of overall system design [58].

1.5 Decribing Agent Organisations with Groups of Autonomous
Agents in Organized Localities

Agent organisation systemsare characterized by loosely coupled, software-controlled
systems that cooperate to achieve joint goals. Each system operates semi-autonomously
in order to pursue individual tasks, but it also obeys the current constraints within
its local environment.

The assumption is that subsystems are developed independently due to their pur-
poses and unifying requirements of an entire system. New control challenges arise
from a shift from traditional hierarchical organisation toa Multi-Agent Systems
organisation. But it also opens ample of new opportunities in terms of ad-hoc coor-
dination and co-operation in order to maximize throughput and avoid breakdowns
of agent organisations.

The integration of subsystems and the growing complexity ofjoint tasks, the
need for ”semantically rich abstract levels of description” [36] increases, specially
social concepts like organisations, institutions and norms [49, 62]. Social concepts
are a means of explicit representation of global objectivesand constraints and of
their relation to the level of interacting groups and even toindividuals with their
beliefs, desires, and intentions (BDI).

A conceptual metamodel and architecture is described for Groups in Organized
Localities to facilitate the model-based development of agent organisations. Locali-
ties capture the idea of a restricted sphere of influence [44]and environmental con-
straints in which semi-autonomous agents cooperate under the control of centralized
regulation bodies, called institutions.
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Agent Organisations.They can be represented by the integration of four dimen-
sions, introduced by Huhn et al. [43] which consists of the interacting loop:

1. TheEnvironmentis represented as theLocality which is scanned by the agent
and he performs action inside.

2. TheAgenthas an architecture with anExecution Layerwhere the agent is con-
nected to theLocalityandLocalityRoleis allocated to the agent.

3. TheOrganisationis the connection between theAgentand theMASwhere it is
embedded together withInstitution.

4. The Institution gives (structural, functional or deontic) rules and norms to the
sphere of influence to the so-calledLocality.

Representation of the Environment.To handle the environment’s complexity
the focus is just on the significant parts and to extract, collect, and pre-process im-
portant information about its state. Besides this filteringprocess the division of the
global environment into smaller, well-defined local sections with specific properties
and constraints, calledorganized localitiesis necessary. The locality is decomposed
into several scenes and each scene is characterized by constraints which may take
effect on different levels of the system.

An organized locality can be understood as a physical or virtual place offering a
number of opportunities. It has a scope defining a boundary, so systems may enter,
leave, and return later to the locality. Further a locality may provide organisations
to foster coordination. It is associated with the concept ofinstitutions to regulate
the interaction of autonomous, heterogeneous agents beyond physical and technical
constraints. They regulate the agent behaviour in order to balance between differ-
ent interests and to establish and sustain certain notions of stability. Organisations
structure the grouping and collaboration of agents within the locality.

In order to provide the structure of the localities, we need arepresentation of
the environment, which enables a proper association between the specific regulation
mechanisms and the localities. The institutions which are associated with a local-
ity, provide regulation mechanisms within the scope of a specific scene. The division
into scenes can be motivated by various tasks rules, processes, requirements, proper-
ties, constraints or resources (e.g. sensor properties, movement constrains or energy
resources). Within these scenes, associated sets of norms are used to regulate the
behaviour and interaction of the agents. According to this,the agents need an inter-
nal representation of the context which is relevant in the specific scope. The locality
is defined as a virtual infrastructure to be used by the agentsto achieve goals re-
lated to the subject of the locality. An approach towards adaptive IT-ecosystems is
given in Rausch et al. [55] and especially how to create an environment standard is
specified in Behrens et al. [5, 6]. Practical approaches are done in Görmer et al. [30]
for integrating also institutions, Chu et al. [10] for combining tools for agent-based
traffic behaviour which the novel traffic context for adaptive systems is described
in Görmer et al. [29] and an application in Görmer & Mumme [32] for cooperative
traffic behaviour.
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Representation of the Agents.Based on the design of intelligent agents of
Müller [51], also Huhn et al. [43] propose anagent architecturewith four layers:
Social Context Layer(SCL),Individual Context Layer(ICL), Execution Layer(EL),
andMechatronic Layer(ML) (see Fig. 1.5). Agents perform predefined atomic or
sequenced (plans) actions related to their goals. Goals andplans are potentially
spread among multiple agents (joint goals/plans). Each layer has an authority. If

Fig. 1.5 AAOL Agent Architecture [43]

multiple agents act in the same locality, joint tasks have tobe coordinated in groups
and resource conflicts need to be solved.

Relations of an agent in a metamodel are described accordingto Fischer [35]:
an agent has accesses to a set of resources (information, knowledge, ontologies,
etc.) from its environment, i.e., the locality. Furthermore, an agent has goals and is
able to take on locality roles (to act in accordance to a plan)and behaviours, which
are represented by the agents’ capabilities. By acting the agent receives positive or
negative rewards. Additionally Fischer uses the concept ofInstancesthat can be
considered as run-time objects of an agent that defines the corresponding type.

Representation of the Organisation.In the agent architecture described in
Fig. 1.5 organisations are located in theSocial Context Layer(SCL) and can be
seen as computational methods inspired by concepts from economy and sociology
that appear as one entity in the locality based upon social and functional distinctions
and roles amongst individuals. Organisations can also be structured hierarchically
e.g. by providing certain agents with more authority than others through role defi-
nitions. A peer-to-peer architecture is any distributed network composed of agents
that make a portion of their resources directly available toother agents, without
the need for central coordination instances. Peers are bothsuppliers and consumers
of resources, in contrast to the traditional client-servermodel. The fully connected
architecture has a general form of a chief director usually forming the single well-
informed element, the so-called ”voice” of an organisationto the outside, to sub-
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division managers and to the workers. A group can be seen as a specialized entity
(or subsystem) of an organisation, usually consisting onlyof one leader and workers
to reach a common goal or achieve a joint plan. For this, communication, negotia-
tion and conflict resolution is connecting the individual with the social context layer.
The connections between the agents with different roles imply interaction guaran-
teeing the service of the localities; this may lead to conflicts between agents which
need to be handled like in Le et al. [47].

Fig. 1.6 is an extension of [35] and shows the metamodel of organisations. It
includes the concept of anOrganisationand itsStructure, Group and itsContext,
Institution and Norm, Binding, InteractionUse, ActorBinding, Interaction and its
Protocolsfor CommunicationandCoordination, LocalityRole, Actor andAgentas
well asCapabilityandResource(from the agent aspect). An organisation is derived
from the agent perspective and it inherits characteristicsof an agent [35], i.e. capa-
bilities which can be performed by its members. AGroup is a special kind of an
organisation that is bound by aGroup context. TheStructuredefines the pattern of
the organisation. It can bind agents or organisations to theLocalityRole. Interaction
in an organisation has internal protocols that specify how its members communi-
cate with each other and coordinate their activities. For interaction,LocalityRoles
are bound toActors (byActorBinding) that can be considered as representative en-
tities within the corresponding interaction protocols. Thus, an actor can be seen as
an agent (or organisation) with aRoleand a task.

Fig. 1.6 Metamodel of Organisations and Roles [43]

A role defines the behaviour of an agent in a given context (e.g., an organisation).
Therefore it provides an agent with capabilities and a set ofresources it has access
to. An actor can be considered as a generic concept and eitherbinds instances di-
rectly or through the concepts LocalityRole and Binding. The set of bound entities
could be further specialized through the subactor (specialization of the superactor)
reference that refers again to an actor.

Groupingallows an agent to extend its range of perception (RoP) by exchanging
information with other members. Agents are coordinated at group level. Group-
oriented coordination allows agents e.g. to form faster andslower agent groups like
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in Görmer & Müller [31]. In Chap. 4 Sect. 4.8 a detailed description of group-
oriented coordination is given.

Representation of the Institution. Institution is associated with a locality and
provides normative regulations (norms) and mechanisms to establish or to ensure
their compliance. It acts through an organisation that executes institutional tasks.
The tasks contributing to norm compliance are:

1. An information serviceadministers the identities of agents currently present in
the locality and provides them with knowledge about the current norms,

2. Norm monitorsmonitor whether the agents behave according to the norms based
on the information gathered fromobservers,

3. A norm enforcementguarantees that control is imposed on the agents participat-
ing in the locality in such a way that they will behave norm-compliant to assure
vital global objectives and the safety of individuals.

Norms are an explicit description of the regulations that govern the agents’ be-
haviour in the locality for the benefit of the community and itself as a member of
it. In the approach of Huhn et al. [43], norms are defined by theinstitution in a top-
down manner and they consider that the agents are able to understand these norms.

Huhn et al. uses institutional agents (IAs), which act preemptively on agents
only in case of obligations. At each step, the IAs compute a list of candidates of
agents, for which an obligation applies. For each candidate, the IAs then identify
forbidden actions, from the list of possible actions definedat design time. Only at
this moment the IA acts and restricts the candidates from performing the forbidden
actions. The other types of norms are handled by means of rewards and sanctions.
A more detailed study is described in Klar & Huhn [46] for interfaces and models.

A main benefit of the described approach based on Huhn et al. isthat its concepts
(localities, institutions, and norms) provide designers with instruments for flexible
modelling of different control topologies of agent organisations, ranging from cen-
tralized and homogeneous to decentralized and heterogeneous settings. Further, the
multi-agent based approach in conjunction with the localities concept supports well
decentralised systems design scenarios, where the different parts evolve indepen-
dently from each other while having to obey certain invariants or rules constraining
the overall structural or behavioural development of agentorganisations.

1.6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter we have detailed four organisational models. Considering the synthe-
sis presented in [15], where the authors have analyzed existing organisation models
(MOISE, AGR [24], TAEMS [15, 48], ISLANDER [22], OperA [18],AGRE [25],
MOISEInst [28], ODML [37], STEAM [60], AUML [54], MAS-ML [57]), different
modelling dimensions have been exhibited (cf. Table 1.1).

It is shown that an organisational model may provide constructs to represent for-
mal patterns in the structure and functions of an agent organisation, these patterns
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being either static or kinetic. This general analysis lead to posit four cohesive cate-
gories of modelling constructs in an organisational model:

• Organisational Structure:constructs to represent what aspects of the structure of
the agent organisation have to be invariant through time;

• Organisational Functions:constructs that represent global goals and goal de-
compositions to be accomplished by the agent organisation;

• Organisational Interactions:constructs to represent time-dependent aspects of
standardized actions and interactions involving the elements from the organisa-
tional structure and organisation function;

• Organisational Norms:constructs to further regulate and show how organisa-
tional structure (time-independent relations), organisational interaction (time-
dependent functioning) and organisational functions are interrelated.

Beyond these dimensions that are mostly found in existing organisational mod-
els, other complementary traits of agent organisations have been found:

• Organisational Environment:constructs to represent a collection of resources
in the space of the agent organisation formed by non-autonomous entities that
can be perceived and acted upon (manipulated, consumed, produced, etc.) by the
components agents;

• Organisational Evolution:constructs to model changes in the organisation (for-
mal structure, norms and goals) at some points in the time in order to adapt the
functioning of the agent organisation to new demands from the environment;

• Organisational Evaluation:constructs to measure the performance of the formal
structure and norms of an agent organisation w.r.t. specificgoals;

• Organisational Ontologies:constructs to build conceptualizations regarding the
application domain of the agent organisation that must be consistently shared by
the component agents. These global conceptualizations areimportant to maintain
the coherence of the activity inside the agent organisation.

The models detailed in this chapter (VOM, Agent-Oriented Modelling and Au-
tonomous Agents in Organized Localities (AAOL)), confirm the existence of these
dimensions and the diversity of constructs proposed in the Multi-Agent literature
to define organisation for agents to coordinate in decentralized and open systems.
More specifically:

• Organisational Structure - in almost all models this is the primary modelling con-
cern. The main modelling elements found were roles, groups,and relationships
between them. The structure of roles and groups defines a system of possible
positions where the agents should find a place to become a member of an agent
organisation.

• Organisational Interactions - found mainly in ISLANDER andOperA. In this
respect, the models provide constructs to express the dynamic of communica-
tive interactions between the agents (positioned in the social structure). Some
constructs are interaction protocols, scenes and scene structures. In AAOL it is
found in Görmer et al. [30] to evaluate the system with an interaction level to
combine the micro and macro level of a Multi-Agent System.
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Model StructureInteractionFunctionNorms EnvironmentEvolution EvaluationOntology
AGR + + - - - - - -
TAEMS - - + - + - + -
ISLANDER + + - + - - - +
OperA + + + + - - - +
AGRE + + - - + - - -
MOISEInst + - + + - + - -
ODML + - - - - - + -
STEAM + - + - - - - -
AUML + + + - + - - -
MAS-ML + + + + + - - -
M OISE + - + + - + - -
VOM + + + + + - - +
Agent-Oriented + + + +- + - - -
AAOL + +- +- + + + +- -

Table 1.1 Organisation Modelling Dimension in some organisational models.

• Organisational Function - appeared with more emphasis in TAEMS, STEAM
and MOISE+. In these models, (one of) the main concern is to provide means to
specify procedures to achieve goals. In order to model this feature, we find in the
models conceptual elements such as tasks or goals, missionsand plans. In AAOL
it is designed in its structure on the individual and global context layer.

• Organisational Norms - described in term of deontic norms (regulate the be-
haviour of social entities: what they are allowed to do - direct or indirectly -,
what they are obliged to do, etc.). ISLANDER, OperA, MOISEInst and AAOL
are representative examples of organisational models thatprovide mechanisms
to specify normative structures.

• Organisational Environment - here the models provide meansto describe ele-
ments lying in the topological space occupied by the agent organisation and the
way agents (positioned in the social structure, performingsome task and/or in the
course of some dialogical interaction, respecting some norms) are related to these
elements. AGRE, MAS-ML and AAOL are examples of organisational models
(modelling techniques) that provide constructs to represent organisation environ-
ment elements. MOISE+ and VOM define environment by means of the Agents
and Artifacts (A&A) conceptual framework.

• Organisational Evolution - this is related to modelling theway organisations can
change (their social, task decomposition, dialogical, andnormative structures)
in order to cope with changes in its purpose and/or environment. Among the
organisational models reviewed, MOISE+ and its extension MOISEInst explicit
address organisation evolution issues. AAOL has a big focuson adaptivity and
controlling in order to achieve a system balance of an IT-ecosystem.

• Organisational Evaluation - in order to modify some organisation (re-organisation)
it is important to know how well the present organisation is performing. Thus,
some models have elements to specify means to assess some properties of an or-
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ganisation. Among these we have found TAEMS and ODML. Partial evaluation
is also done by AAOL.

• Organisational Ontology - here we find ontologies used to ground the elements
of the other dimensions as can be seen in the organisational models ISLANDER
and OperA, and to define mental states of the agents in VOM. In AAOL there
exists also works for ontologies.
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Abstract Everyday uses of the notion of institution and some typical institutions
have been studied and formalized by economists and philosophers. Borrowing from
these everyday understandings, and influenced by their formalizations, the notion of
institution has been used within the agents community to model and implement a
variety of socio-technical systems. Their main purpose is to enableandregulatethe
interaction among autonomous agents in order to achieve some collective endeav-
our. In this chapter we present and compare three frameworksfor agent-based in-
stitutions (i) ANTE, a model that considers electronic institutions as computational
realizations of adaptive artificial environments for governing multi-agent interac-
tions; (ii) OCeAN, extended in MANET, a model for specifyingArtificial Institu-
tions (AIs), situated in agent environments, which can be used in the design and
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implementation of different open interaction systems; and(iii) a conceptual core
model for Electronic Institutions (EIs), extended with EIDE, based on open, social,
decomposable and dialogical interactions. Open challenges in the specifications and
use of institutions for the realization of real open interaction systems are discussed.

2.1 Introduction

In everyday language, the notion of “institution” is used indifferent contexts, for ex-
ample when one talks about the “institution of marriage”, when we say that a given
university is an “institution of higher education”, or whenwe say that a politician
does not behave “institutionally”. Those everyday uses andsome typical institutions
have been studied and formalized by economists, political scientists, legal theorists
and philosophers (see [2, 49]). There are three features that these conventional un-
derstandings have. The first is the distinction between “institutional” and “brute” (or
actual, physical or real) facts [51, 34], and the correspondence between the two. An-
other key conceptual element is the separation between the institution itself and the
agents that participate in the collective endeavor that is the purpose of the institution.
Finally, the assumption that institutions involve regulations, norms, conventions and
therefore some mechanism of governance that make those components effective. In
fact, most theoretical approaches to conventional institutions may be distinguished
by the way this last assumption is made operational. In particular, while some ap-
proaches (for instance North [44] and Ostrom [46]) take institutions to be the con-
ventions themselves–and consequently draw a clear distinction between institutions
(conventions) and organisations (the entities that put theconventions in practice)—
others (like Simon [52]) take institutions to be organisations (with rules or norms,
institutional objects and due processes or procedures) butstill keep individuals out
of the institution.

Borrowing from these everyday understandings, and influenced by their for-
malizations, the notion of institution has been used withinthe agents community
to model and implement a variety of socio-technical systemsthat serve the same
purposes that conventional institutions serve. Artificial, electronic, agent-mediated,
agent-based or, simply, agent institutions are some of the terms that have been used
to name such computational incarnations of conventional institutions in the agents
community, and for the sake of economy we take them as synonymous in this in-
troduction. Their main purpose is toenableandregulatethe interaction among au-
tonomous agents in order to achieve some collective endeavour.

These agent institutions, as agent-based organisations do, play a crucial role as
agreement technologiesbecause they allow to specify, implement and enact the con-
ventions and the services that enable the establishment, execution, monitoring and
enforcement of agreements among interacting agents.

Agent institutions have been implemented as multi-agent systems using different
“frameworks” (conceptual models that have associated tools and a software archi-
tecture that allow implementation of particular institutions). However, these artifi-
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cial institutions all hold three assumptions that mirror the three features of conven-
tional institutions mentioned above:

1. Institution, on one hand, and agents, on the other, are taken as first-class enti-
ties. A particular institution is specified through a conceptual model, based on a
metamodel, that may be more or less formalized, then it may beimplemented on
some type of institutional environment and enacted throughinteractions of some
participating entities.

2. Institutions are open MAS, in the sense that: (i) it is not known in advance what
agents may participate in an enactment, now when these agents may decide to
enter or leave an enactment; (ii) the institution does not know what the partic-
ular goals of individual agents are; (iii) the institution has no control over the
internal decision-making of agents (iv) agents may not necessarily comply with
institutional conventions.

3. Institutions are regulated systems. Interactions in theagent institution must com-
ply with some conventions, rules, and norms that apply to every participant agent
and are somehow enforced. Regulations control interactions and are applicable
to individual agents in virtue of the activities they perform and not because of
who they are.

There are several ways that these assumptions lead to more precise notions of
what constitutes an institution and how these may be implemented. This chapter dis-
cusses three frameworks that actually achieve that objective but before discussing
those frameworks we would like to provide some background.

Institutions are Normative MAS. Institutions are a class of “normative multi-
agent systems” (norMAS) [7, 6]:

A normative multi-agent systemis a multi-agent system organized by means of
mechanisms to represent, communicate, distribute, detect, create, modify, and
enforce norms, and mechanisms to deliberate about norms anddetect norm vio-
lation and fullfilment.

The ground assumption in normative MAS is that norms are usedto constrain un-
desired behaviour, on one hand, but they also create a space of interaction where
successful social interactions take, which as we mentionedbefore is what agent in-
stitutions do by setting and enforcing the rules of the game,creating an institutional
reality where these rules apply and are enforced. Not surprisingly, agent institu-
tions do have mechanisms that are similar to the ones listed in the description above
because institutions (by definition) create the space of opportunity and constrain
interactions to better articulate towards the common endeavour. The class of norma-
tive MAS and agent institutions are not the same because the mapping between the
ideal mechanisms and the way an agent institution frameworkcaptures the mecha-
nism is not obvious and is seldom fully established. The following sections will give
substance to this last claim but some three prior qualifications are due.

• It is usually assumed that norms ought to be expressed as deontic formulas with a
standard proof-theoretic notion of consequence associated to them. This is useful
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for a declarative description of conventions that is easy tocommunicate, promul-
gate and perhaps reason about (at design time as well as at runtime). However
it is not absolutely necessary, this because there may be other convenient ways
of expressing different types of norms. For example, an artificial institution may
express conventions that constrain agent actions in procedural (non-declarative)
form, for instance using commitment-based protocols and dialogical games, and
still use, say, model-checking devices to prove normative properties of the pro-
tocol. Likewise, an electronic institution describes permissions, obligations and
prohibitions through finite state machines whose transitions are in fact condi-
tional statements in a first order language and paths and propagation take the
function of the modal operator; and in these networks, colored Petri nets may
provide appropriate semantics for on-line and off-line normative conflict detec-
tion, for example.

• It is usually understood that such deontic formulas are enough to fully specify
and govern a multi-agent system. Not really. In addition to acollection of norms,
a normative MAS requires several institutional constructsin order to legislate, ap-
ply, enforce and modify norms. Constitutive conventions for example may need
extra-normative devices like bonds and identity certificates to provide entitle-
ments to participating agents. Govenance mechanisms may require the existence
of institutional agents that perform norm-enforcement functions, etc.

• Normative notions are pertinent only if norms may be violated. The actual sit-
uation is richer. There are application contexts where governance may need to
be fully regimented (in electronic markets, for instance) and others that may not
(conflict resolution, for example). Hence, enforcement mechanisms in an agent
institution may involve a variety of components dealing with observability of ac-
tions, institutional power, law enforcement roles, reparatory actions, etc.

Institutions vs organisations The notions ofinstitution and organisationare
closely related. The essential distinction, bluntly speaking, is that the institution is
focused on what can be done, while organisations on who does it. Institutions, thus
deal mainly with norms and governance, while organisationsinvolve individuals,
resources, goals. An institution creates a virtual environment, an organisation is an
entity in the world (a crude physical reality). An organisation has boundaries that es-
tablish a clear differentiation: some rules apply inside, others apply outside; there is
organisational staff, and there are customers and suppliers; there is a macroeconomic
environment and there are objectives of the firm. On the otherhand the organisation
also has several institutional components: best practices, social structure and roles,
decomposable activities, internal governance. Although the distinction exists and
may be formally stated in a crisp way, when we treat agent institutions, we tend to
bundle together the specification of the institution with the implementation of that
specification and what really blurs the distinction, we tendto identify the electronic
institution (the virtual environment) with the running system that deals with actual
transactions: that is, with the computational systemand the firm that runs it.
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Institutional Frameworks In this chapter from Section 2.2 to Section 2.5 we
will present three frameworks for agent-based institutions that illustrate how the
previously mentioned ideas about institutions are made precise enough to model ac-
tual institutions and implement them as multi-agent systems. Those frameworks are:
(i) ANTE, a model that considers electronic institutions ascomputational realiza-
tions of adaptive artificial environments for governing multi-agent interactions; (ii)
OCeAN extended in MANET, a model for specifying Artificial Institutions (AIs),
situated in agent environments, which can be used in the design and implementation
of different open interaction systems; and (iii) a framework for Electronic Insti-
tutions (EIs), extended with the EIDE development environment, based on open,
social, decomposable and dialogical interactions. In Section 2.6 we discuss and
compare those three frameworks for agent-based institutions. Finally in Section 2.7
some open challenges in the field of specifications and use of institutions for the
realization of real open multi-agent systems are discussed.

We should mention that in addition to these three frameworks, there are at least
three other proposals that share the above principles. The first is theOMNI model
[18], which derives from theOperAandHARMONIAframeworks introduced in the
dissertations of Virginia Dignum [17] and of Javier Vázquez-Salceda [56] respec-
tively. TheOMNI model allows the description of MAS-based organisations where
agent activities are organized as agent scripts (scenes) that are built around a collec-
tive goal. The admissible actions of each scene are regulated by a set of norms. The
OMNI model contains three types of institutional component: normative, contex-
tual and organisational; whose contents are specifiable in three levels of abstraction:
descriptive, operational, implementation. Lately, they have developed theOperettA
framework [1], to support the implementation of real MAS. The second one is the
instAL framework that puts together the research developed over may years in the
University of Bath [15, 13].InstAL is a normative framework architecture and a
formal mathematical model to specify, verify and reason about norms that are used
to regulate an open MAS. Finally, the third one is the recent proposal by J. Pitt
et al. [48] that stems from [5] and draws on institutional notions proposed by E.
Olstrom [47].

2.2 The ANTE framework: Electronic Institutions as Dynamic
Normative Environments

In this section we will consider electronic institutions ascomputational realizations
of adaptive artificial environments for governing multi-agent interactions.

The use of anElectronic Institutionas an infrastructure that enables regulation
in multi-agent systems presupposes the existence of a common environment where
norms (see Part??) guide the way agents should behave. The role of aninstitutional
normative environment[37], besides providing a set of regulations under which
agents’ collective work is made possible, is twofold: to check whether agents are
willing to follow the norms they commit to (through monitoring), and further to
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employ correction measures as a means of coercing agents to comply (through en-
forcement) (see also Chap.??on this).

Furthermore, when addressing open systems, the normative environment should
enable the run-time establishment of new normative relationships, which are to be
appropriately monitored and enforced. Hence, instead of having a predefined nor-
mative structure, the shape of the environment will evolve and adapt to the actual
normative relationships that are established.

In order to make this feasible, we believe it is important to provide some infras-
tructure that facilitates the establishment of norm governed relationships. For that,
we propose the provision, in an electronic institution platform, of a supportive and
extensiblenormative framework[38]. Its main aim is to assist software agents in the
task of negotiating and establishing electronic contracts.

Having in mind real-world domains such as agreements guidedby electronic
contracting, the normative environment will, while monitoring the compliance to
norms that apply to specific contracts, record a mapping fromthe relevant interac-
tions that take place (which concern electronic contracting exchanges). The con-
nection between real-world interactions and the institutional environment is made
through illocutions (speech acts) that empowered agents [34] perform with the intent
of informing the institution that certain contract-related events have occurred. With
an appropriate interface between the normative environment and the statements that
agents make, we incrementally build a state ofinstitutional reality[51], which is an
image of relevant real-world transactions that are, through this means, institutionally
recognized (i.e., transactions are turned intoinstitutional factsinside the normative
environment).

Hierarchical normative framework . In order to facilitate the establishment of
electronic contracts, the normative environment should provide a supportive and ex-
tensible normative framework. This framework may be inspired by notions coming
from contract law theory, namely the use of “default rules” [16] – background norms
to be applied in the absence of any explicit agreement to the contrary. We therefore
propose that this normative structure is composed of a hierarchy of contexts[39],
within which norms are created that may apply to sub-contexts. The context hierar-
chy tries to mimic the fact that in business it is often the case that a B2B contractual
agreement forms the business context for more specific contracts that may be cre-
ated. Each contract establishes a new context for norm applicability.

A norm defeasibilityapproach [38] is also proposed in order to determine
whether a norm should be inherited, for a specific situation,from an upper context.
This feature allows the normative framework to be adapted (to better fit a particular
contract case) and extended (allowing new contract types tobe defined). Further-
more, the rationale behind the possibility of overriding any norm is based on the
assumption that “default rules” should be seen as facilitating rather than constrain-
ing contractual activity [35] (see also Chap.??on defeasibility of rules in law).

Adaptive norm enforcement. Adaptive enforcement mechanisms are important
in open environments, where the behaviour of an agent population cannot be directly
controlled. When the normative specification of contracts includes flaws, namely
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by omitting normative consequences for some contract enactment outcomes, self-
interested agents may try to exploit their potential advantage and intentionally vio-
late contract clauses.

In general, an institution may employ two basic kinds of sanctions in order to
incentive norm compliance. Directmaterial sanctionsinflict immediate penalties,
whereas indirectsocial sanctionshave a more lasting effect, e.g. by affecting an
agent’s reputation. The effectiveness of these alternatives may differ according to
the agents that interact within the institutional environment. If agents are not able to
take advantage of reputation information, the use of material sanctions is probably
a better alternative. Having in mind the deterrence effect of sanctions (i.e., their
role in discouraging violations), an institution may use anadaptive sanction model
to maintain order (by motivating agents to comply) and consequently trust in the
system.

Economic approaches to law enforcement suggest analyzing sanctions by tak-
ing into account their effects on parties’ activities. Based on this understanding, we
have designed and experimentally evaluated a model foradaptive deterrence sanc-
tions[40] that tries to enforce norm compliance without excessively compromising
agents’ willingness to establish contracts. Raising deterrence sanctions has a side
effect of increasing the risk associated with contracting activities.

We believe that our approach, which has been implemented as part of the ANTE
framework [41], has the distinctive features of being both an open and a computa-
tionally feasible approach to the notion of artificial institution. In fact, aninstitution
is grounded on some notion of regulation, which is materialized through rules and
norms. While some researchers, mostly from fields other thancomputer science,
take an abstract and immaterial perspective to institutions, we find it natural, when
addressing electronic institutions, to follow a more proactive stance and ascribe to
an electronic institution the role of putting its regulations into practice. These regula-
tions are seen as evolving according to the commitments thatagents, when interact-
ing in an open environment, are willing to establish amongstthemselves, relying on
the institutional environment for monitoring and enforcement purposes. The guiding
line for our approach has been the field of electronic contracting.

2.3 The OCeAN metamodel for the specification of Artificial
Institution

OCeAN (Ontology CommitmEnts Authorizations Norms)[30, 27] is a metamodel
that can be used for specification of Artificial Institutions(AIs). Those institutions
thanks to a process of contextualization in a specific application domain can be used
and re-used in the design of differentopen systemsthought for enabling the interac-
tion of autonomous agents. The fundamental concepts that need to be specified in
the design of artificial institutions are:
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• an ontologyfor the definition of the concepts used in the communication and
in the regulation of the interaction. With an application independent component
with concepts and properties that are general enough (like the notion of time,
action, event, obligation, and so on) and an application dependent part;

• the possibleevents, actions, institutional actions and eventsthat may happen or
can be used in the interaction among agents, this mainly in terms of preconditions
that need to be satisfied for their successful performance and effects of their
performance;

• theroles that the agents may play during an interaction and the rules for playing
such roles;

• anagent communication language (ACL)for enabling a communication among
agents, for example for promising, informing, requesting,agreeing and so on;

• the set ofinstitutional powersfor the actual performance of institutional actions;
• the set ofnormsfor the definition ofobligations, prohibitions, andpermissions.

In our past works we have proposed a commitment-based semantics of an agent
communication language [26] that is regulated by the basic institution of language
[30]. We have formalized the concepts for the specification of AIs using different
formalisms, and we have used them for specifying the institutions necessary for the
design of different types of electronic auctions. In particular initially we specified
our metamodel with a notation inspired by the UML metamodel and we used the
Object Constraint Language [45] as notation for expressingconstraints [31]. Sub-
sequently, due to difficulties of efficiently matching the norms that regulate agents
interaction with the actions performed by the agents and theneed to perform au-
tomatic reasoning on the content of messages and norms, we decided to formally
specify the basic concepts of our metamodel by using the Discrete Event Calculus
(DEC), which is a version of the Event Calculus. The Event Calculus is a formalism
that fits well for the purpose of reasoning about action and change in time, it has has
been introduced by Kowalski and Sergot in 1986 [36]. DEC has been introduced
by Mueller [42] to improve the efficiency of automated reasoning by limiting time
to the integers. This formalism has the advantage of making easier the simulation
of the dynamic evolution of the state of the interaction and making possible to per-
form automated reasoning on the knowledge about the state ofthe interaction. The
main limits of this approach are that the DEC formalism is notwidely known among
software engineers and the performances of the prototype that we implemented for
simulating a run of the English Auction did not scale well with the size of the con-
cepts represented and the number of participating agents.

Consequently in 2009 we started to investigate the possibility to specify our
model using Semantic Web Technologies [28, 25] (see also Part ??). We proposed
to specify the concepts (classes, properties, and axioms) of the OCeAN metamodel
using OWL 2 DL: the Web Ontology Language recommended by W3C,which is
a practical realization of a Description Logic system knownasSROIQ(D). We pro-
posed anupper level ontologyfor the definition of the abstract concepts used in
the specification of every type of artificial institution, like the concept ofevent, ac-
tion, time event, change event, temporal entity, instant of timeand so on. In partic-
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ular for modelling time we used the standard OWL Time Ontology1 enriched with
some axioms useful for deducing information about instant of time and intervals.
We specified theOWL Obligation Ontology[25] that can be used for the specifica-
tion of the obligations that one agent has with respect to another agent to perform
one action that belongs to a class of possible actions, within a given deadline, if
certain activation conditions hold, and certain terminating conditions do not hold.
Those obligations can be used to specify constrains on the behaviour of the interact-
ing agents and to express the semantics of conditional promises communicative acts
[29]. TheOWL Obligation Ontologytogether with some functionalities realized for
performing closed world reasoning a certain classes can be used formonitoringthe
evolution in time of the state of the obligations on the basisof the events and actions
that happens during the interaction. In fact reasoning in OWL is based on anopen
world assumptionbut in our model, in order to be able to deduce that an obligation
to perform an action, when the deadline is elapsed, is violated, we need to imple-
ment closed-world reasoning and assuming that in the interaction contexts where
this model will be used, not being able to infer that action has been performed in the
past is sufficient evidence that the action has not been performed. Regarding moni-
toring it is also important to solve the problem of finding an efficient and effective
mechanism for mapping real agents’ actions in element of theOWL ontology for
being able to perform automated reasoning on them and deducing that an obligation
to perform a given action is fulfilled or violates. Currentlythe OCeAN meta-model
has not been completely specified using Semantic Web Technologies, we plan to do
it in our future works.

The main advantage of the choice of using Semantic Web technologies is that
they are increasingly becoming a standard for Internet applications, and given that
the OWL logic language is decidable, it is supported by many reasoners (like Pellet
and HermiT), tools for ontology editing (like Protégé) and library for automatic
ontology management (like OWL-API and JENA). Moreover the specification of
artificial institutions in OWL makes them easily reusable asdata construct in many
different applications in different domains.

2.4 Artificial Institutions Situated in Environment: the MA NET
model

Thanks to the Agreement Technology COST Action in 2009 we started to investi-
gate how to integrate the studies on the model of agent environments [57], in par-
ticular the model presented in the GOLEM framework [10], with the OCeAN meta-
model of AI. As first result of this work we proposed the MANET (Multi-Agent
Normative EnvironmenTs) model where AI are situated in agent environments [54].

One of the most important tasks of anenvironmentis to mediate the actions and
events that happen, wheremediatemeans that an environment is in charge of regis-

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
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tering that an event has happened and of notifying this eventto all agents registered
to the template of this event (the agents that have a sensor for this type of events)
[10]. An environment is composed ofobjectsandphysical spaces, and is the place
whereagentsinteract. A physical space describes the infrastructure ofthe system
and its infrastructural limitations to the agents behaviour in terms of physical rules.

Given that AIs are abstract description specified at design time, it is crucial to
specify how certain AI can be concretely used at run-time forthe definition and
realization of open systems. Therefore we proposed to introduce in the model of
environments the notion ofinstitutional spacethat is used for having a first-class
representation of AIs. In particular institutional spacesrepresent the boundaries of
the effects of institutional events and actions performed by the agents, they may
contain sub-spaces, and they enforce the norms of the systemin response to the
produced events.

Given that institutional spaces may contain sub-spaces, itis possible that the dif-
ferent AIs, used for the specification of different institutional spaces, may present
some interdependencies. For example in a marketplace we canhave many differ-
ent auctions represented with sub-spaces created using different AIs. Given that
agents may contemporarily participate in more than one space, it may happen that
the norms of one space, for example the marketplace, regulate also some events of
its sub-spaces, for example by prohibiting to an agent to do bid in an auction rep-
resented in a sub-space if it has a specific role in the market-place. For soling this
problem it is necessary to give to the designer of the system the possibility to define
events that may beobservedoutside the boundaries of the space. Another problem
may arise when the rules a space (for example an auction) regulate for instance
the participation of an agent to another space (another auction or a contract). In this
case we need to introduce in the model the possibility for onespace tonotifyanother
space about the fact that a specific event is happened.

The MANET model of artificial institutions situated in environment has been
implemented in Prolog on top of GOLEM platform [10] and it wasused for formal-
izing and running an e-energy marketplace [54] where agentsrepresenting different
types of energy producers try to sell energy to potential consumers.

2.5 Electronic Institutions

The work we have been doing in the IIIA on electronic institutions (EIs, for short)
may be observed from four complementary perspectives:

1.The mimetic perspective:EIs can be seen as computational environments that mimic the
coordination support that conventional human institutions provide.

2. The regulated MAS perspectiveunderstands EIs as open multi-agent systems, that organ-
ise collective activities by establishing a restricted virtual environment where all interactions
take place according to some established conventions.
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3. EIs as ”artifacts” perspectivetakes EIs to be the operational interface between the sub-
jective decision-making processes of participants and thesocial task that is achieved through
their interactions.

4. The coordination support perspective:EIs are a way of providing structure and gover-
nance to open multi-agent systems.

These four characterizations are supported by one single abstract model whose
assumptions and core components we briefly discuss below. Inturn, as we’ll also see
below, this abstract model is made operational through a setof software components
that follow one particular computational architecture.

Over the past few years we have had the chance to build numerous examples of
electronic institutions in a rather large variety of applications with those tools [19]2.

A conceptual core model for Electronic Institutions. Electronic institutions are
grounded on the following basic assumptions about interactions:

• Open.Agents are black-boxes, heterogenous, self-motivated andmay enter and
leave the institutional space on their own will.

• Social.Agents come together in pursuit of an endeavour that requires a collective
participation; thus agents need to be aware of other agents and their roles and of
the capabilities needed to achieve a particular goal in a collective activity.

• Decomposable.To contend with the possibility (due to openness) of large num-
ber of agents being involved in the social interaction we allow the collective
endeavour to be decomposed into atomic activities (scenes) that achieve particu-
lar goals with the participation of fewer individuals. The decomposition requires
that scenes be connected in a network in which the achievement of individual
and collective goals correspond to paths in that network.

• Replicable.Simple activities may be either re-enacted by different groups of
agents or enacted concurrently with different groups.

• Co-incident.An agent may be active, simultaneously, in more than a singleac-
tivity3.

• Contextual.Openness and decomposability limit the knowledge agents have of
each other, thus interactions are naturallylocal within subgroups of agents that
share a common “scene context”, while as a dynamic virtual entity, the collectiv-
ity of agents is itself immersed in a larger “institutional context”.

• Dialogical.Activities are achieved through interactions among agentscomposed
of non-divisible units that happen at discrete points in time. Thus construable
as point-to-point messages in a communication language, sothat even physical
actions may be thus wrapped4.

2 The IIIA model of Electronic Institutions is the result, mainly, of three dissertations [43, 50, 20]
3 We will deal with to this ubiquity of a given agent asagent processesthat stem from it, so that we
have an objective ground for concurrency and control issueswhen implementing the institutional
infrastructure.
4 Messages make reference to an application domain and shouldbe properly “anchored” (their
meaning and pragmatics should be established and shared by participants), e.g. the term “pay”
entails the real action of transferring funds in some agreedupon way; in a trial, the constant “exhibit
A” corresponds to some object that is so labeled and available at the trial.
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These assumptions allow us to represent the conventions that will regulate agent
interactions with the few constructs depicted in Fig. 2.1. The full detail of these
constructs is presented in [3] but, broadly speaking, to specify an EI we need:

1. A dialogical frameworkthat consists essentially of (i) a social model of roles
and their relationships; (ii) a domain and a communication languages that will
be used to express the institutional messages, plus a few other languages for
expressing institutional constraints, and (iii) an information model to keep the
institutional state, that is, the updated values of institutional variables.

2. A performative structurethat captures the high level structure of the institutional
interactions as a network of scenes connected by transitions.

3. Procedural and behavioural constraintsthat affect the contents of the performa-
tive structure; namely, (i) preconditions and postconditions of messages within
scenes, (ii) constraints on the movement of roles between scenes and (iii) propa-
gation of the effects of actions among scenes; for expressing all these constraints
we make use of the tower of languages of the dialogical framework.

Fig. 2.1 Sketch of the Electronic Institutions Conceptual Model.

Our model has a straightforward operational semantics: institutional reality is
changed through agent actions, but only those agent actionsthat comply with the in-
stitutional constraints have any institutional effect. More precisely, the institutional
state is only altered through actions that comply with the procedural and behavioural
constraints and in our model the only possible actions an agent can take are: to utter
a message, to enter and leave the institution, and to move between scenes. Fig-
ure 2.1, hides the fact that anelectronicinstitution also constitutes the infrastructure
thatenablesactual interactions. Thus, we need that our conceptual model includes
all those operations that need to be supported by the infrastructure; namely, those
operations triggered by the actions of an agent that we just mentioned, plus those
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operations that the infrastructure itself needs to accomplish so that the first ones are
feasible. Table 2.1 summarizes all those operations, the last column indicates the
constructs that the operation updates.

Operation Called by Effect on
Speak Agent scene
RequestAccess Agent electronic institution
JoinInstitution Agent electronic institution, scene
LeaveInstitution Agent electronic institution, scene
SelectNewTargets Agent transition
RemoveOldTargets Agent transition
StartElectronicInstitution Infrastructureelectronic institution
CreateSceneInstance Infrastructurescene institution
CloseSceneInstance Infrastructurescene
EnableAgentsToLeaveOrTransition Infrastructuretransition
EnableAgentsToLeaveAndTransition Infrastructuretransition
MovingFromSceneInstanceToTransitionInstanceInfrastructurescene, transition
MoveAgentFromTransitionToScene Infrastructurescene, transition
RemoveClosedInstances Infrastructureelectronic institution
Timeout Infrastructurescene

Table 2.1 Electronic institution operations

One computational architecture for Electronic Institutio ns. The model just
presented may be implemented in different ways. We have chosen one particular
architecture (see [24]) where we build a centralized institutional infrastructure that
is implemented as a separate “social milieu” that mediates all the agent interactions,
as Fig. 2.2 shows.

• GovernorAll communications between a given agent and the institution are me-
diated by a corresponding infrastructure agent that is partof the institutional
infrastructure called thegovernor(indicated as G in Fig. 2.2).5 The governor
keeps a specification of the institution plus an updated copyof the institutional
state, thus when its agent produces an utterance, that utterance is admitted by
the governor if and only if it complies with the institutional conventions as they
are instantiated at that particular state; only then, the utterance becomes an in-
stitutional action that changes the state. Likewise, the governor communicates to
the agent those institutional facts that the agent is entitled to know, the moment
they happen. Additionally, the governor controls navigation of its agent between
scenes, and the production of new instances of the agent itself (agent processes).
It also keeps track of time for synchronization (time-outs)purposes. Note that
in order to provide these services, a governor must coordinate with scene man-
agers, transition managers, and the institution manager. In this realisation of the

5 Agents cannot interact directly with one another, they use an agent communication language
(like JADE) to interact with their governors who mediate their interactionsinside the electronic
institution.
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Fig. 2.2 An architecture for electronic institutions. Participating agents (A), communicate with
(infrastructure) governor agents (G), which in turn coordinate with other infrastructure manager
agents for each scene (SM) and each transition (TM) and with the institution manager agent (IM).

EI framework, therefore, governors are involved in the implementation of most
of the operations in Table2.1.

• Institution ManagementEach institution has oneinstitution manageragent (IM),
which activates (StartElectronicInstituionoperation) and terminates the institu-
tion. It also controls the entry (RequestAccess, JoinInstitution) and exit (LeaveIn-
stitution) of agents, together with the creation the closing of scenes(CloseScene-
Instance, RemoveClosedInstances). Finally, it keeps track of the electronic insti-
tution state.

• Transition managementEach transition has atransition manager(TM) that con-
trols the transit of agents between scenes by checking that requested moves are
allowed (EnableAgentsToLeaveOrTransition, EnableAgentsToLeaveAndTransi-
tion) and, if so, allowing agents to move (MovingFromSceneInstanceToTransi-
tionInstance, MoveAgentFromTransitionToScene).

• Scene managementEach scene has an associated infrastructure agent, thescene
manager(SM), who is in charge of: starting and closing the scene (in coordina-
tion with the institution manager); keeping track of agentsthat enter and leave
the scene; updating the state of the scene by processing utterances (Speak) and
time-outs (Timeout); and coordinating with transition managers to let agents in
or out of a scene (MovingFromSceneInstanceToTransitionInstance, MoveAgent-
FromTransitionToScene).

Other architectures are feasible and we have, for instance,suggested a peer-to-peer
variant of these ideas in [23].
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A development environment based on that architecture. The computational
model we just described, does not commit to any specific convention about the lan-
guages used in the specification of transitions and scenes, nor on the syntax and
pragmatics of illocutions, nor on specific governance mechanisms. Those commit-
ments come later when software tools to build actual electronic institutions become
implemented. One way of implementing the computational model is the Electronic
Institutions Development Environment (EIDE) [22] which includes the following
tools:

ISLANDER: a graphical specification language, with a graphic interface [21]. It
allows the specification of any EI that complies with the conceptual model and
produces an XML file that the AMELI middleware runs6.

AMELI: a software middleware that implements the functions of the social layer
at run-time [24]. It runs an enactment, with actual agents, of any ISLANDER-
specified institution. Thus it activates infrastructure agents as needed; controls
activation of scenes and transitions, access of agents, messages between agents
and institution, and in general guarantees —in coordination with infrastructure
agents— the correct evolution of scenes and the correct transitions of agents
between scenes. AMELI may be understood as a two-layered middleware. One
public layer formed by governors, the other private layer —not accessible to
external agents— formed by the rest of the infrastructure agents. External agents
are only required to establish communication channels withtheir governors7.
Infrastructure agents use the institutional state and the conventions encoded in
the specification to validate agent actions and evaluate their consequences.

SIMDEI: is a simple simulation tool used for debugging and dynamic verification.
It is coupled with amonitoring toolthat may be used to display the progress of
the enactment of an institution. It monitors every event that takes place and may
display these events dynamically with views that correspond to events in scenes
and transitions or events involving particular agents. Both tools may be used for
dynamic verification.

aBUILDER: an agent development tool which, given an ISLANDER-specified in-
stitution, supports the generation of “dummy agents” that conform to the role

6 ISLANDER allows static verification of a specification. It checks forlanguage integrity(all roles
and all terms used in illocutions, constraints and norms areproperly specified in the dialogical
framework),liveness(roles that participate in a given scene have entry and exit nodes that are con-
nected and may be traversed),protocol accessibility(every state in the graph of a scene is accessible
from the initial state and arcs are properly labeled),norm compliance(agents who establish “nor-
mative commitments” may reach the scenes where the commitments are due). ISLANDER may be
extended to have a strictly declarative expression of sceneconventions [33].
7 The current implementation of the infrastructure can either use JADE or a publish-subscribe event
model as communication layer. When employing JADE, the execution of AMELI can be readily
distributed among different machines, permitting thescalability of the infrastructure. Notice that
the model is communication-neutral since agents are not affected by changes in the communication
layer.
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specification and are able to navigate the performative structure, provided agent
designers fill up their decision-making procedures8.

2.6 Conclusions: A comparison of the described institutional
models

In this section we compare the three proposed models of institutions, ANTE,
OCeAN/MANET, and EI, discussing their crucial differencesand analogies on a
set of relevant aspects.

• Institutional reality.
All three models adhere to the representation of institutional reality proposed
by John Searle in [51], in particular on the existence of an institutional reality
that has a correspondence with the real or physical world, and on distinguishing
between “institutional” facts and actions, on one side, andtheir possibly corre-
sponding “brute” facts and actions, on the other.

• Social model: roles and hierarchy of roles

– ANTE accommodates two types of roles within the institution. Agents pro-
viding core institutional services are seen as performinginstitutional roles
that are under the control of the institution. Agents actingas delegates of
external entities enact different roles that are normatively regulated by the
institution, in the sense that they may be subject to norms and may further es-
tablish new normative relationships. Furthermore, some ofthese roles are em-
powered, through appropriateconstitutive rules, by the institution to ascertain
institutional reality (i.e. they act as trusted third parties from the institution’s
point of view).

– OCeAN/MANET allows the definition of roles as labels definedby a given
Artificial Institution (AI) and used in the AI to assign normsand institutional
powers at design time to roles. This is necessary because at design time the
name of the actual agents that will take part to the interaction is unknown.
At run time AIs are realized in dynamically created institutional spaces, the
agents in a space can start to play the roles defined in the space and coming
from the AI. An agent can play more than one role contemporarily. During an
interaction an agent can start to play a role and subsequently stop to play it.

– EI allows for specification of role subsumption and the specification of two
forms of compatibility among roles: “dynamic” (each agent may perform dif-
ferent roles in different activities) and “static” no agentmay perform both
roles in an enactment of the institution. It also distinguishes betweeninternal

8 Based on the same ideas, there is an extension of aBUILDER [9]that instead of code skele-
tons produces a simple human interface that complies with the ISLANDER specification and is
displayed dynamically via a web browser at run-time.
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roles (played by agents whose behaviour is controlled by theinstitution), and
externalroles (the institution has no access to their decision-making capabili-
ties) and this separation is static.

• Atomic interactions

– ANTE, concerning its institutional component, assumes anopen setting in
which there are two kinds of interactions going on in the system. On one
hand, agents are free to interact with any other agents, without the institution
even noticing that such interactions have taken place. On the other hand, il-
locutionary actions performed by agents towards the normative environment
are seen as attempts to obtaininstitutional factsthat are used by the latter to
maintain the normative state of the system.

– OCeAN/MANET definesinstitutional actionsthat in order to be successfully
performed needs to satisfy certain conditions. One of theseconditions is that
the actor of the action needs to have the power to perform the institutional
action, otherwise the action is void. The model defines alsoinstrumental ac-
tions, for example the exchange of messages that should be used to perform
institutional actions. Finally in the model it is possible to represent actions
performed in the real world and that are relevant for the artificial interaction,
for example the payment of an amount of money or the delivery of a product.

– EI: There are essentially only two types of institutional actions:speechacts
(represented as illocutions) and themovementactions which are accomplished
in two steps exiting from a scene to a transition and enteringfrom a transition
to a scene (in some contexts an agent maystay-and-go, i.e remain active in
the scene while at the same time becoming active in one or moredifferent
scenes)9. Consequently, on one side, an agent can act only by utteringan il-
locution or notifying the institutional environment its intention to move in or
out of a transition (possibly changing role); on the other side, the perception
of any given agent is restricted to those illocutions that are uttered by another
agent and have the given agent as part of the intended listeners of that illocu-
tion, and the indication of the institutional infrastructure that a movement has
been achieved

• Institutional state

– ANTE: The institutional normative state is composed of twosorts of so-called
institutional reality elements. Agent-originated eventsare obtained as a con-
sequence of agent actions, comprising essentiallyinstitutional factsthat are
obtained from the illocutions agents produce. These institutional facts map
relevant real-world transactions that are through this means institutionally rec-
ognized.Environment events, on the other hand, occur as an outcome of the
process of norm triggering and monitoring. Norms prescribedirected obliga-
tions with time windows, which when monitored may trigger different enact-

9 In fact, as indicated in Table 2.1 these movements are implemented with five operations, which
include the two key actions of entering and leaving the electronic institution.
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ment states, namely temporal or actual violations, and fulfilments. All these
elements are contextualized to the normative relationships that are established
within the environment.

– OCeAN/MANET: In the last version of the model the state of the interaction
is represented using OWL 2 DL ontologies, one of the international standard
language of the Semantic Web. Therefore the state of the interaction is rep-
resented using classes of concepts, individuals that belong to classes, object
and data properties that connect two individuals or an individual to a literal
(scalar values) respectively. The terminological box of the ontologies is also
enriched with axioms, used to describe the knowledge on a given domain of
application, and with SWRL rules, both are used by software reasoners to de-
duce new knowledge on the state of the interaction. Taking inspiration from
the environment literature the state of objects, agents, events, and actions in a
space are perceivable by the agents in that space.

– EI: Only atomic interactions that comply with the institutional regimented
conventions may be institutional actions and therefor change institutional
facts. There is a data structure called theinstitutional statethat contains all
the institutional facts; that is, all the constants in the domain language plus
the updated values of all those variables whose values may change through
institutional actions. For each scene there exists a projection of that structure
called thestate of the scene. Additionally, there are some parameters whose
default values are set by the institution and may be updated during an enact-
ment. These areinstitutional variables(like the number of active scenes, the
labels of active scenes and transitions),scene variables(like the number of
participants, the list of items that remain to be auctioned,performance indica-
tors such as the number of collisions or the rate of successful agreements) and
agent variables(the list of external agents that have violated any discretional
convention, the credit account of a trader). These parameters are not acces-
sible to external agents although by design they may be accessible to some
internal agents who may use the values of these variables in their individual
decision-making.

• Structure of the activities or compound interactions (contexts)

– ANTE: Interactions that need to be observed are executed through empow-
ered agents, which will then inform the institutional environment of the actual
real-world activities that are taking place. Such activities are segmented into
different normative contexts, that is, they pertain to specific normative rela-
tionships that are established at run-time. Within each such context different
empowered agents may need to act as intermediaries, since different kinds of
actions may need to be accomplished in order to successfullyenact the con-
tract subsumed in the context.

– OCeAN/MANET: The activities are realized intoinstitutional spacesor phys-
ical spacesof interaction. Institutional spaces are used to realize AIat run-
time, they may be entered and left by the agents starting fromthe root space.
Physical spaces contains physical entities external with respect to the system,
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such as external resources, databases, external files, or web services, offer-
ing an abstraction that hide the low level details from the agents. Institutional
spaces are in charge of representing and managing the socialinteraction of
agents by realizing the concepts described in AIs and the services for norms
monitoring and enforcement. Spaces are in charge of registering that an event
has happened and represents the boundaries for the perception and of the ef-
fects of the events and actions.

– EI: Activities are decomposable intoscenesthat are connected bytransitions
into a network of scenes called aperformative structure.
· Scenes are state transition graphs where edges are labeled by illocutionary

formulasand nodes correspond to a scene-state. A new scene-state may
only be attained with the utterance of an admissible illocution. An utter-
ance is valid if and only if it complies with the regimented conventions
that apply under the current state of the scene. At some scene-states agents
may enter or leave orstay-and-gothe scene. Every performative structure
contains one “start” and one “finish” scene that have the merely instru-
mental purpose to delimit the structure for syntactic (in specification) and
implementation purposes (for enactment of the electronic institution).

· A transition is a device that is used for two main purposes, tocontrol role
flow and to control causal and temporal interdependence among scenes.
In particular, (a) when an agent exits a scene, it exits with the role it was
playing in that scene but inside the transition the agent maychange that role
to enter a new scene (provided some institutional conventions are satisfied)
(b) Moreover, when an agent enters a transition and depending on the type
of transition it enters, that agent may join one, several or all the scenes that
are connected to that transition. (c) Several agents, possibly performing
different roles and coming possibly from different scenes,may enter the
same transition and each has to decide on its own where to go from there
and wether it changes role or not. (d) The transition coordinates flow by
determining whether agents may proceed to their intended goal scene as
soon as each agent arrives or wait until some condition holdsin the state of
the scene.

• Hierarchical organisation of the structure of activities

– ANTE: Normative relationships established at run-time are organized as a hi-
erarchy of contexts. Each context encompasses a group of agents in a specific
regulated organisation, within which further sub-contexts may be created, al-
lowing for norm inheritance to take place. An overall institutional normative
layer is assumed to exist, of which every subsequently created context is a
sub-context. Furthermore, each context may add its own norms, which may
be used to inhibit norm inheritance or to enlarge the normative framework
that will govern the context.

– OCeAN/MANET: Spaces may contain other spaces generated dynamically at
run-time, which become sub-spaces of the space where they are created. This
hierarchy of spaces and the fact that one agent may be simultaneously in two
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spaces create interesting problems due to the interdependencies of spaces, this
because the events of a space may be of interest to the father-space where this
is contained or for a sibling space.

– EI: All agent interactions within an electronic institution are organized, as we
mentioned above, by what we call a performative structure which is a network
of scenes and transitions between those scenes. Two aspectsare worth stating:
First, a performative structure may be be embedded into another as if it were a
scene, thus forming nested performative structures of arbitrary depth. Second,
a performative structure becomes instantiated at run-time, thus although it is
defineda priori, so to speak, the actual scenes do not come into existence
until appropriate conditions take place (if ever) and they disappear likewise.
In particular, it is possible to specify conditions that empower an internal agent
to spawn a particular scene or performative (sub)structure.

• Procedural and functional conventions

– ANTE: The effects of institutional facts are expressed through norms and
rules. When triggered, norms prescribe directed obligations that are due to
specific agents within a normative context. Such obligations have attached
time-windows that are conventionally understood as ideal time periods for
obtaining the obliged state of affairs. Outside this windowtemporal violations
are monitored which may lead to different outcomes depending on the will of
the obligation’s counterpart. This semantics is captured by a set of monitoring
rules that maintain the normative state of the system. The normative conse-
quences of each obligation state is determined by the set of norms that shape
the obligation’s normative context, which may be established at run-time.

– OCeAN/MANET: Both are expressed through pre and post-conditions of the
actions defined by the institution. An important pre-condition for the perfor-
mance of institutional actions (actions whose effects change institutional at-
tributes that exist only thanks to the collective acceptance of the interacting
agents) is the fact that the actor of the action should have the institutional
power to perform the specific action.

– EI: Both are expressed as pre and post-conditions of the illocutionary formulas
of the scene transition graphs and through the labeling of transitions between
scenes (this labeling expresses conditions for accessing ascene or a group
of scenes or a nested performative structure, synchronization, the change of
roles, the creation of new scenes or activation of an existing scene). In the cur-
rent EIDE implementation, there is also the possibility of explicitly expressing
norms as production rules that are triggered whenever an illocution is uttered,
thus allowing the specification and use of regimented and not-regimented con-
ventions. Notice that although EI use illocutionary formulas to label actions,
there are no social semantics of illocutionary particles involved. Thus scene
protocols are not commitment-based protocols as is the casewith [26] or more
generally, [14, 12].
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• Constitutive conventions

– ANTE: Obtaining institutional facts from brute facts (which are basically
agent illocutions) is achieved through appropriateconstitutive rules, which
mainly describe empowerments of different trusted third parties. These con-
stitutive rules, which can be easily extended and/or adapted, determine the
ontology for brute and institutional facts that can be used in the institution.
Furthermore, it is possible to define further constitutive rules within each con-
text, in this case enriching the domain ontology by obtaining more refined
institutional facts. As a basic implementation, three types of transactions are
reportable to the normative environment, related with the flow of products,
money and information.

– OCeAN/MANET: In this model the content language used for communicative
acts and norms is defined using domain ontologies written in OWL 2 DL or
in RDF+RDF Schema. Those ontologies may be defined by the designer of
the interaction system or may already exist as proposed standards on the Web,
like the well known ontology FOAF10 that may be used for describing agents.
In many cases the link between the name of a resource (its URI)and the cor-
responding resource in the real world can be done using existing knowledge
repositories11.

– EI: The EI framework does not include axioms or definition statements that
establish basic institutional facts. Nevertheless, thereis a domain language
that is used for expressing illocutionary formulas and whose terms correspond
with physical facts and actions (e.g a sculpture to be auctioned, pay 32 eu-
ros for the item that has just been adjudicated). The correspondence between
language and real entities is establishedad-hocfor the domain language. In
practice, however, an electronic institution needs to havetrue constitutive con-
ventions in order to establish the legal (actual) entitlements of intervening
parties and the correspondence between institutional and brute facts and ac-
tions. Examples of constitutive conventions are the contracts that allow an old
books dealer to offer a used book through Amazon.com and follow the process
through from offer to book delivery.

• Social Commitments

– ANTE: Social commitments, in a broad sense, are established as an outcome
of a previous negotiation phase, the success of which obtains a new normative
context within the institutional environment. Once a normative context is ob-
tained, applicable norms dictate when (according to the normative state) and
which commitment instantiations (directed obligations) are entailed.

– OCeAN/MANET: A commitment-based Agent Communication Language
(ACL) is used [26, 29]. In particular communicative acts exchanged among
agents have a meaning that is a combination of the meaning of the content of

10 http://www.foaf-project.org/
11 http://linkeddata.org/
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the messages and a meaning of the illocutionary force of the communicative
acts (for example promise, query, assert).

– EI: although, in EI, illocutionary formulas label actions, there is no social
semantics of the illocutionary particles involved. Thus scene protocols are
not commitment-based protocols properly speaking. However, commitments
are hard-wired in scene specifications , and their evolutionis captured in the
evolving state of the institution. It should be noted, though, that in EI some
commitments are expressed crudely but explicitly when a given admissible
action (say winning a bidding round) has a postcondition that entails precon-
ditions for future actions in other scenes.

• Governance

– ANTE: The approach adopted in ANTE is to bear with the autonomy of
agents, by allowing them to behave as they wish. From the institution’s per-
spective, we assume it is in the best interest of agents to publicize their abid-
ance with any standing obligations, by using the necessary means to obtain the
corresponding institutional facts. Normative consequences of (non)fulfilment
are assured by triggering applicable norms. Permissions and prohibitions are
not handled explicitly in the system, i.e., not permitted actions simply have no
effect within the normative environment. Entitlements arehandled by defin-
ing norms triggered upon the occurrence of specific institutional facts. Any
obligation outcomes – (temporal) violations and fulfilments – may also have
further effects within the ANTE framework by reporting suchevents to a com-
putational trust engine, which provides a mechanism of indirect social sanc-
tioning.

– OCeAN/MANET: The openness of the interaction systems realized using this
model requires a governance in order to create an expectations on the actions
of the participants agents. Contemporarily the model has totake into account
the autonomy and heterogeneity of the interacting agents and avoid to con-
strain their behaviour in rigid protocols. The main concepts introduced in the
model related to governance are:institutional power(if an agent has not the
power to perform an action its effects are void),permission(if an agent has
not the permission to perform an action its effect take placebut the agent incur
in a violation),obligations(the agent has to perform an action with-in a given
deadline) andprohibitions(the agent cannot perform an action, if it does it
will incur in a violation).

– EI: There are three different approaches for the implemention of governance
in the EI model.
1. In the standard model, all regimented conventions may be encoded in the

performative structure as part of the specification of scenes and transitions
and are therefore enforced in a strict and automatic fashionby the run-
time implementation. Non-regimented conventions are encodable in the
decision-making capabilities of internal agents and it is amatter of de-
sign whether some regimented ones may also be embedded in internal
agents code. One may thus establish different types of (internal) norm-
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enforcement agents. Notice that although an internal agentmay fail or de-
cide not to enforce a violation, every violation is observed(registered) by
the institution nonetheless.

2. In the current implementation of EIDE one may choose to specify a col-
lection of normative statements that are not part of the performative struc-
ture. This collection is coupled with an inference engine that takes hold
of every utterance before it may be validated by the performative structure
(see [33]). The process is as follows (i) An illocution is first tested against
the normative statements and if it is consistent, it is labeled as “admissi-
ble” or rejected otherwise. (ii) The admissible illocutionis then added to
the current collection and the engine is activated; (iii) Ifthe illocution trig-
gers a violation, the concomitant corrective actions are taken, otherwise
control is given to the performative structure that deals with the illocution
as in approach 1. This approach allows to deal with discretional enforce-
ment with more flexibility than approach (1) because in addition to all the
mechanisms available in that approach, this one allows for adeclarative
specification of norms, an explicit distinction between regimented and non-
regimented norms, and a variety of contrary-to-duty devices encodable as
corrective actions.

3. There is a proposed extension of the EI model that deals explicitly with
norms and normative conflicts through the use a a “normative structure”
that deals exclusively with norms and propagation of normative conse-
quences between scenes [32, 55].

• Ubiquity and concurrent activities

– ANTE: Agents may freely establish new normative relationships, and hence
many of them may be active at the same time. The institutionalenvironment
pro-actively monitors every active context. There is a strong distinction be-
tween the agent identity and the normative relationships inwhich it is en-
gaged. There is no notion of “physical” displacement of the agents within
the institution. Within the ANTE framework, several other activities may take
place at the same time, such as negotiations and computational trust building,
which is achieved by gathering relevant enactment data fromthe normative
environment monitoring process.

– OCeAN/MANET: An interaction system realized using one or more AIs con-
sists of a root space that contains physical and institutional spaces. An agent
situated in a given space can enter all its sub-spaces, therefore an agent can be
in more than one space and it has a persistent identity.

– EI: An electronic institution usually consists of multiple scenes that are active
simultaneously. In many cases the number of active scenes changes during
execution since new scenes are created, activated or closedas the enactment
proceeds. A given agent may be simultaneously active in morethan one scene
but it has a persistent identity in the sense that the effectsof its institutional ac-
tions are coherent (for example, in an electronic market where an agent may be
closing deals in different negotiations, this agent hasonevariable that captures
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its credit so the value of that variable changes every time itcommits to pay,
in whatever scene they commit). The current EI framework does not include
a “meta-environment” where multiple institutions co-exist, however the peer-
to-peer architecture proposed in [23] would be suitable forthe implementation
of lightly-coupled (and uncoupled) institutions in a shared environment.

• Performance Assessment

– ANTE: Agent performance is assessed and exploited from twodifferent per-
spectives. The first one is based on computational trust: theenactment of con-
tracts produces evidences that are fed into a computationaltrust engine, which
then produces trustworthiness assessments of agents that can be used when en-
tering into further negotiations. In the current prototypeimplementation, trust
information may be used for pre-selection of negotiation peers or for proposal
evaluation. Another assessment of performance is measuredby the normative
environment, which for the whole agent population is able todetermine the
average enactment outcome for instances of stereotyped normative relation-
ships (types of contracts).

– OCeAN/MANET: There are not yet available services for assessing system’s
or agent performance.

– EI: This model does not capture system goals explicitly, however scene and
institutional variables may be used to specify some assessment of the perfor-
mance of the institution with respect to whatever goals are defined. Internal
agents may be designed to use such information in order to improve perfor-
mance.

• Formal properties

– ANTE: No formal methods for analyzing normative relationships are em-
ployed – it is up to the system designer to ensure correctness. The normative
environment does record on-line every possible event that is captured while
monitoring norms, allowing for an off-line verification of correctness.

– OCeAN/MANET: For the moment there is not the possibility tocheck for-
mal properties of AI at design-time. At run-time one crucialservice is the
monitoring of the state of the interaction, the detection ofviolations, and the
enforcement of norms. Moreover in every instant of time it ispossible to de-
duce the list of the actions that an agent is obliged, prohibited, permitted and
empowered to perform, from this list and from an ontologicaldefinition of the
terminology used to describe the actions it is possible to single out possible
contradiction in the prescribed behaviour. At design time this check is harder
because in this model all normative constrains are related to time.

– EI: There is off-line automatic syntactic checking of scene and transition be-
haviour. For example, in every scene: all roles have entry and exit states and
these are reachable; every role has at least one path that takes it from start
to finish; every term used in an illocution needs to be part of the domain on-
tology. On-line monitoring of all the activities: every utterance and attempted
move produce a trace that may be displayed and captured for further use. The
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extensions mentioned in [55] allow for some off-line and on-line formal and
automated reasoning about an institution.

• Institutional Dynamics

– ANTE: The normative environment is assumed to be open and dynamic, in the
sense that it encompasses an evolving normative space whosenorms apply if
and when agents commit to a norm-governed relationship. While providing an
institutional normative framework, this infrastructure enjoys the properties of
adaptability and extensibility, by providing support for norm inheritance and
defeasibility. Normative contexts can therefore be created that adapt or extend
a predefined normative scenario according to agents’ needs.

– OCeAN/MANET: This model is based on the idea that a human designer
specifies an AI and this AI may be used at run-time to dynamically create
spaces of interaction. Similarly norms at design time are specified in terms of
roles and have certain unspecified parameters, at run-time those norms will be
instantiated more than one time having as debtor different agents and differ-
ent values for their parameters. In general this model does not include meta-
operations for changing the model of AIs.

– EI: With the current model internal agents may be given the capability to cre-
ate new scenes from repositories of available scenes and even graft nested
performative structures into a running institution. In a similar fashion internal
agents may create new internal agents when needed (say for a newly grafted
performative structure) by invoking a service that spawns new agents that is
outside of the electronic institution proper but is available to the internal agent.
This mechanism is also used to embed the EI environment into asimulation
environment [4]. The current model includes no primitive meta-operations
that would allow agents to change the specification of an institution beyond
what was just said, however here have been proposals for other forms of au-
tonomic adaptation [8, 11].

• Implementation architecture

– ANTE: The ANTE framework is realized as a Jade FIPA-compliant platform,
where agents can make use of the available services (e.g. negotiation, con-
tract monitoring, computational trust) through appropriate interaction proto-
cols, such as FIPA-request and FIPA-subscribe. Using subscription mecha-
nisms agents are notified of the normative state of the systemin which their
normative relationships are concerned. The normative environment has been
implemented using the Jess rule-based inference engine.

– OCeAN/MANET: The model of AI has been fully formalized in Event Cal-
culus and we are currently formalizing it using Semantic WebTechnologies.
An AI for realizing a Dutch Auction has been also specified in PROLOG
and tested in a prototype realized above the GOLEM environment framework
[54]. An implementation of a complete energy market-place based on Seman-
tic Web Technologies and the GOLEM framework is under development.
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– EI: The model has been fully detailed [19] in the Z specification language [53]
and deployed in the architecture sketched in Fig.2.2. This architecture creates
a sort of “social layer” that is independent of the communication layer used
to exchange messages between an agent and the electronic institution. The
normative engine extension is also implemented in the same architecture. A
peer-to-peer architecture has been proposed [23] and a prototype is now under
construction.

• Tools

– ANTE: The ANTE framework includes graphical user interfaces (GUI) that
allow the user to inspect the outcomes of each provided service, including the
evolution and outcome of a specific negotiation, the inspection of trustworthi-
ness scores of the agents in the system, as well as the overallbehaviour of the
agent population in terms of norm fulfillment. The frameworkincludes also a
complex API allowing for the specification of user agents, for which a set of
predefined GUI are also available that enable the user to inspect the agent ac-
tivity, namely its participation in negotiations and contracts. The API allows
a programmer to easily encode agent behaviour models in response to sev-
eral framework activities, such as negotiation and contract enactment, which
makes it straightforward to run different kinds of experiments (although Jade
has not been designed for simulation purposes).

– OCeAN/MANET: Thanks to the fact that we base our model of current stan-
dard semantic web technologies, it is possible to use the ontology editor
Protègè for editing the ontologies used in the specification of the model of
AI and spaces and to use one of the available reasoners (Pellet, HermiT, and
so on) for checking their consistency. Our future goal is that once the model
of a set of AIs is defined and a set of agents able to interact with a system
getting its formal specification are developed, the interaction system can start
to run and enable agents to interact using the available actions and constrained
by the specified norms.

– EI: As mentioned in the previous section, EIDE includes a graphical speci-
fication language (ISLANDER), an agent middleware for electronic institu-
tions (AMELI) that generates a runtime version of any ISLANDER compati-
ble specification. EIDE also includes an automated syntactic checker, a simple
simulator for on-line testing and debugging, a monitoring tool, and a software
that generates agent skeletons that encode the navigational behaviour that is
compatible with an ISLANDER specification.

• Agents

– ANTE: The framework is neutral in which user agents’ internal architectures
and implementation languages are concerned. It is assumed,however, that
agents are able to communicate using FIPA ACL and the FIPA-based inter-
action protocols and ontologies interfacing each of the framework’s services.
It is also straightforward to admit human agents to participate, provided that
appropriate user interfaces are developed.
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– OCeAN/MANET: The model of the interaction system realizedusing the AI
is independent on the agents’ internal structure. Nevertheless it is assumed that
the participating agents are able to interact using the available communicative
acts whose content should be expressed using shared ontologies.

– EI: The model is agent-architecture independent. Agents are required only
to comply with interface conventions that support institutional communica-
tion. Hence human agents may participate in an electronic institution enact-
ment provided they have the appropriate interfaces. The tool HIHEREI [9]
automatically generates such a human interface for any ISLANDER compat-
ible specification of an electronic institution. In the current implementation,
AMELI is communication-layer independent.

2.7 Challenges

There are many open challenges in the field of specification and use of institutions
for the efficient realization of real open interaction systems in different fields of
applications, going from e-commerce, e-government, supply-chain, management of
virtual enterprise, and collaborative/socila resource sharing systems.

One interesting challenge goes into the direction of using those formal and
declarative models ofhybrid open interaction systems involving both software and
human agents. In this perspective one possibly important use of these technologies
is for designing flexible open collaborative/social systems able to exploit the flexi-
bility, the intelligence, and the autonomy of the interacting parties. This in order to
improve existing business process automation systems where the flow of execution
is completely fixed at design time or groupware where the workof defining the con-
text and the rules of the interaction is left to the human interacting parties and no
automatic monitoring of the completion of tasks is provided.

When considering the automation of e-contracting systems through autonomous
agents, another important challenge is to endow agents withreasoning abilities
that enable them to establish more adequate normative relationships. Infrastructural
components need to be developed that ease this task, e.g. through normative frame-
works that agents can exploit by relying on default norms that may nevertheless need
to be overridden. A complementary challenge is how to ensurereliable behaviours
when agents act as human or enterprise delegates, that is, how to simultaneously
cope with expressivity and configurability through human interfaces and agents’
autonomy in institutional normative environments. Another interesting challenge is
to look at the Environment as a structured medium not only to facilitate agents’
interaction but also as an active representative of the “society” in which agent rela-
tionships take place.
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Chapter 3
Organisational Reasoning Agents

Olivier Boissier and M. Birna van Riemsdijk

Abstract Regarding the agent’s architecture perspective and analysing the reason-
ing capabilities of agents with respect to organisations, different cases may be con-
sidered: agents may have or not have an explicit representation of the organisation,
and they may be able to reason on it or not. Organisational reasoning agents have the
capability to represent the organisation and are able to reason on it. In this chapter,
we will discuss the main features of this kind of agents and which are the fun-
damental mechanisms for reasoning on organisations. We will also describe some
approaches proposed in the literature related to how agentscan take decisions on
their participation in an organisation.

3.1 Introduction

In a MAS, agents are situated in a common environment, and arecapable of flexi-
ble and autonomous behaviour. They make use of different cognitive elements and
processes in order to control their behaviour (e.g. beliefs, desires, goals, capacities
of situation assessment, of planning). Their autonomy is among the most important
characteristics of the concept of agency. However, this autonomy can lead the over-
all system to exhibit undesired behaviour, since each agentmay do what it wants.
This problem may be solved by assigning an organisation to the system, as it is done
in human societies. Roles as they are defined in organisational models, are gener-
ally used to flag the participation of an agent to the organisation and to express what
the expected behaviour is of that agent in the organisation.In the literature, more
or less formal specifications of the requirements of a role exist (see for instance [1]
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on the different notions of roles and [15]). Combined with the different dimensions
that are expressed in the organisational models supportingthe organisation specifi-
cation, this leads to different sets of constraints that canbe imposed to the agent’s
behaviour while participating to an organisation (constraints on beliefs, on goals, on
the interaction protocols that it can use while cooperatingwith other agents, on the
agents to communicate with, etc).

From this global picture at the macro level (i.e. organisation perspective), let’s
have a look at the micro level, i.e. agent perspective. Taking an agent’s architecture
perspective and analysing the reasoning capabilities withrespect to organisation,
different cases may be considered [22, 2]: first, agents may have or not have an ex-
plicit representation of the organisation, and second, they may be able to reason on it
or not. In this section, we mainly consider agents that, internally, have the capability
to represent the organisation and that are able to reason on it. They could consider
the organisation as a help to decide what to do (e.g., coalition formations [33]),
and/or as a set of constraints that aim at reducing their autonomy or, on the contrary
may help them to gain certain powers.

From what precedes, one could ask the reason why it would be worth having
such kind of agents in a multi-agent organisation. From the analysis drawn in [3],
mainly from human societies, it clearly appears that when anagent plays a role, its
behaviour and its cognitive elements and processes change.Correspondingly, one
may want torecreatethese kinds of processes also when artificial agents play roles
in artificial organisations.

Moreover, agents that are able to reason about organisations are needed in or-
der to realizeopen systems[4, 20]. Increasingly, it is recognized that the internet
(including latest developments into sensor networks and ‘internet of things’) can
form an open interaction space where many heterogeneous software agents co-exist
and act on behalf of their users. Such open systems need to be regulated. However,
such regulation is only effective if agents can understand the imposed regulations
and adapt their behaviour accordingly, i.e., if agents are capable of organisational
reasoning.

Finally, organisational reasoning agents facilitate engineering multi-agent sys-
tems adhering to the principle ofseparation of concerns. That is, when agents can
reason about an organisation, the agents and the organisation can be developed sep-
arately. When the system designer changes parts of the organisation, e.g., norms that
agent playing a certain role should adhere to, one does not need to change the agents
as they will be able to adapt (within reasonable limits) to the changed organisation.

There are different ways in which an agent’s cognitive elements or behaviour can
change because of the role it plays. It may adopt role’s goals, desires or beliefs, it
may acquire knowledge or new powers. It may also acquire or lose some powers
and finally it may decide to do what’s best for the organisation, putting aside (for
the moment) its own goals. Any agent playing a role is faced with the problem
of integrating the cognitive elements of the role with its own. Moreover, when the
internal motors of the agent change, its behaviour is likelyto change too. An agent
should also change its way of reasoning, to cope with the new dimensions of its
behaviour, i.e., its mental processes are different when itplays a role. Besides the
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changes on the individual dimension of an agent, playing a role affects also the
agent’s relationships with other agents: change of the agent’s status by interpreting
all of the agent’s physical actions, communications, beliefs, etc. as being the ones of
its role, acquisition/loss of powers, dependence relationships with respect to other
agents, trust relationship by being more (or less) trusted by others, etc.

After this brief introduction sketching the motivations for having organisation
aware agents, we will first present in section 3.2, some fundamental mechanisms
for reasoning on organisations, identifying how and what kind of organisation prim-
itives agents may have. We will then present some approachesproposed into the
literature that illustrate the use of reasoning on organisation. The adaptation of or-
ganisations being addressed in the following chapter (cf. Chap. 4), we focus here
on the kind of reasoning that an agent should develop for the entry/exit in/of an or-
ganisation (cf. In section 3.3) considering both the ability and desirability points of
view.

3.2 Mechanisms for Reasoning on Organisations

In order to be able to develop reasoning behaviours on the organisation, an agent
must be equiped with fundamental mechanisms as described ina very abstract way
in Fig. 3.1 [31]. The agent must be equipped with a basic set ofprimitives to act
on the organisation and, the dual aspect, the capabilities to acquire the organisation
description and represent it internally. Then it should be able to reason with this
representation, affecting the agent’s cognitive reasoning (reasoning about how to
achieve goals and react to events).
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Fig. 3.1 Abstract description of Organisational Reasoning Agent Architecture [31]

These capabilities must be included in an agent architecture for reasoning about
the different constructs induced by the participation of the agent to an organisation.
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Different concrete architectures have been proposed (e.g.[11, 7, 26, 25]). Each of
these allows agents to represent and reason about various treatments of norms and
organisations.

3.2.1 Mechanisms for making agents aware of the organisation

Several proposals have been made in the literature, dealingwith the way agents
are connected to the organisation, i.e. how agents acquire the description of the
organisation (either abstract specification of it or concrete one in terms of which
agent plays what, etc). To illustrate this more clearly, let’s consider theM OISE

organisational model (explained in Chap. 1 Sect.1.2 of thisbook) for which there
is available an extension of the Jason language [5] to develop reasoning plans and
strategies on the organisation. This extension allows developers to use this high-
level BDI language to program agents able to reason on the organisation, by making
them able to acquire organisational descriptions, especially its changes (e.g., a new
group is created, an agent has adopted a role), and to act uponit (e.g., create a group,
adopt a role). In this model, the way it is done is strongly connected to the set of
organisational artifacts [24] that instruments the MAS environment to support the
management of the organisations expressed with theM OISE organisation model.

These different concrete computational entities aimed at managing, outside the
agents, the current state of the organisation in terms of groups, social schemes, and
normative state encapsulate and enact the organisation behaviour as described by
the organisation specifications.
From an agent point of view, such organisational artifacts provide the actions that
can be used to proactively take part in an organisation (for example, to adopt and
leave particular roles, to commit to missions, to signal to the organisation that some
social goal has been achieved, etc.). They dynamically alsoprovide specific observ-
able properties to make the state of an organisation perceivable to the agents along
with its evolution, directly mapped into agents’ percepts (leading to beliefs and trig-
gering events). So as soon as the observable properties values change, new percepts
are generated for the agent that are then automatically processed (within the agent
reasoning cycle) and the belief base updated. Besides, theyprovide actions that can
be used by agents to manage the organisation itself (sanctioning, giving incentives,
reorganising). They provide the operations and the observable properties for agents
so that they can interact with the organisation. This means that - at runtime - an
agent can do an actionα if there is (at least) one artifact providingα as operation -
if more than one such artifact exist, the agent may contextualise the action explicitly
specifying the target artifact. We refer the interested reader to [24, 25] to have a
look at the available repertoire of actions and observable properties.

So in programming an agent it is possible to write down plans that directly re-
act to changes in the observable state of an artifact or that are selected based on
contextual conditions that include the observable state ofpossibly multiple artifacts.
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3.2.2 Mechanisms for organisational reasoning

Development of mechanisms for full-fledged organisationalreasoning is still in its
early stages. Nevertheless, several approaches have been proposed, some of which
we briefly describe below.

The following papers address role enactment. In [17] an approach is proposed
in the context of agent programming that defines when an agentand a role match
or are conflicting. An agent can enact a role if they are not conflicting. Enactment
is then, broadly speaking, specified as taking up the goals ofthe role, and defining
a preference relation over the agent’s own goals and the role’s goals. In [18] the
authors propose programming constructs that allow an agentto enact and deact a
role. The semantics of the constructs is defined by specifying how the agent’s mental
attitudes change when a role is enacted/deacted. In [30] it is investigated how agents
can reason about their capabilities in order to determine whether they can play a
role (see also Section 3.3.1). It is shown how reasoning about capabilities can be
integrated in an agent programming language.

Once an agent enacts a role, it should take into account the norms and regu-
lations that come with the role in its reasoning. In [27], an approach is proposed
on how AgentSpeak(L) agents can adapt their behaviour to comply with norms.
Algorithms are provided that allow an AgentSpeak(L) agent to adopt goals upon
activation of obligations, or remove plans upon activationof prohibitions. Even if
an agent participates in an organisation, it may still decide to violate some of the
corresponding norms. In [28] it is investigated how to extend plans with normative
constraints that are used to customize plans in order to comply with norms. In [6]
an approach based on prioritized default logic is proposed,that allows to express
whether an agent prioritizes obligations, desires or intentions. Based on this prior-
itization, the agent generates the goals that it will pursue. In [11] an architecture
is proposed by means of which norms can be communicated, adopted and used as
meta-goals on the agent’s own processes. As such they have impact on deliberation
about goal generation, goal selection, plan generation andplan selection. The archi-
tecture allows agents to deliberatively follow or violate anorm, e.g., because it has a
more important personal goal. Another proposal for deliberation about norms is put
forward in [16]. It investigates the usage of coherence theory in order to determine
what it means to follow or violate a norm according to the agent’s mental state and
making a decision about norm compliance. Moreover, consistency notions are used
for updating agent mental state in response to these normative decisions. In [14], an
extended BDI reasoning architecture is proposed for ‘organisationally adept agents’
that balances organisational, social, and agent-centric interests and that can adjust
this balance when appropriate. Agent organisations specify guidelines that should
influence individual agents to work together in the expectedenvironment. However,
if the environment deviates from expectations, such detailed organisational guide-
lines can mislead agents into counterproductive or even catastrophic behaviours.
The proposed architecture allows agents to reason about organisational expecta-
tions, and adjust their behaviours when the nominal guidelines misalign with those
expectations. In [29] norms are taken into account during anagent’s plan genera-
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tion phase. Norms can be obligations or prohibitions which can be violated, and are
accompanied by repair norms in case they are breached. Norm operational seman-
tics is expressed as an extension/on top of STRIPS semantics, acting as a form of
temporal restrictions over the trajectories (plans) computed by the planner.

3.3 Reasoning on the participation to an organisation

In this section we will see different approaches related to entering an organisation,
playing a role in the organisation and leaving the organisation. Agents should be
able to decide whether to enter an organisation, consider whether they are able to
participate and whether they really desire to participate;and we will also analyse
how roles affect agents, i.e., how playing a role affects directly an individual and
how playing a role affects an individual’s relationships with others.

3.3.1 Am I able to participate to an organisation?

An important aspect that organisational reasoning agents should be able to reason
about is whether they are able to play a role in an organisation, i.e., about whether
it has the requiredcapabilities[30].

This is important as it allows an agent to decide, e.g., only to apply for roles
for which it has (some of) the capabilities. Also, an agent may have to communicate
about the capabilities that it has. For example, consider organisations in which a ded-
icated agent (agatekeeper) is responsible for admitting agents to the organisation.
An example of an organisational modelling language in whichsuch a gatekeeper is
present, is OperA [19]. The idea is then that the gatekeeper asks agents who want
to join whether they have the necessary capabilities for playing the desired role in
the organisation (similar to a job interview), and assigns roles to agents on the basis
of this. In order to be able to answer the gatekeeper’s questions, the agent needs to
know what its capabilities are.

In order to develop general techniques that allow agents to determine what their
capabilities are, it is important to make precise what kind of capabilities are consid-
ered. One may consider various capability types, like capabilities to executeactions,
to perceiveaspects of the environment in which the agents operate, tocommunicate
information, questions or requests, and to achievegoals[30].

Once it is precisely defined which capability types are considered, the agent
should be endowed with mechanisms that allow it toreflect on its own capabili-
ties. Reflection can in general be seen as an agent’s introspective abilities. Reflec-
tion is also a technical term in programming. It allows a program to refer to itself
at run-time (see, e.g., Java and Maude [13]), which facilitates a modification of its
run-time behaviour based on these reflections. Reflection inthe latter sense can be a
way to implement an agent’s introspective abilities. In [30] it was proposed to allow
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an agent to derive beliefs about its capabilities, in this way integrating reflection in
a natural way in its BDI reasoning mechanisms.

3.3.2 Do I desire to participate to an organisation?

Besides being able to detect if it is able to play a role in an organisation, it is also
necessary for an agent to detect if it is worth to be part of an organisation.

For instance, in [8], social commitments and social policies have been used to
express what an agent is expected to do when entering an organisation. As in [34]
where playing a role is considered as a contract, it is considered that an agent playing
a role in an organisation implies a set of commitments towards the organisation in
which it plays this role. A role is thus defined by the social commitments it implies,
but also by the resources put at the disposal in order to fulfilthe social commitments
that come with the role. We can classify the constraints imposed to an agent playing
a role in an organisation into several categories:

• goals to achieve: when it accepts to play a role, an agent accepts to try to achieve
several goals, the role’s goals.

• authority relations: a role can have authority over anothergoal for something.
• context-dependent obligations: when playing a role, an agent might have to fulfil

several obligations towards the organisations.
• permissions and prohibitions: when it accepts to play a role, an agent receives

permissions to do some tasks and prohibitions to do others.

From that understanding, the agent translated these commitments into power rela-
tions on which it was able to install social-power reasoningmechanisms that it used
before deciding whether to adopt a role or not in order to assess the implications
of this decision, i.e. what it will gain or lose by playing therole, what changes are
likely to occur in his reasoning or behaviour.

This analysis and classification on the playing of a role may be conducted along
two main directions: how playing a role affects directly an individual, how playing
a role affects an individual’s relationships with others.

3.3.2.1 How playing a role affects directly an individual

There are different ways in which an agent’s cognitive elements or behaviour change
because of the role it plays. It may adopt role’s goals, desires or beliefs, it may
acquire knowledge or new powers. It may also acquire or loosesome powers and
finally it may decide to do what’s best for the organisation.

Adoption of role’s goals, desires, beliefs:Most of related work in MAS focuses
on the need for an agent to adopt the desires or goals of its role: most formal or-
ganisations divide the global goal of the organisation intosubgoals delegated to its
members, which are identified by the roles they play. Since role’s goals can facilitate
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or hinder the achievement of agents’ own set of goals (Dastani et al., 2003), agent
adoption of role’s goals may depend on:

• degree of autonomy, internal motivations. If there is no conflict between the role’s
and the agent’s goals, then an agent will adopt its role’s goals and will try to
pursue them. If there is a conflict and the goals cannot be satisfied together, an
agent should choose what to do: (i) it could either not adopt the role’s goals, (ii)
it could adopt them and discard its own contradicting goals,(iii) it could adopt
all the goals and make a decision later which of its currentlycontradicting goals
will pursue

• organisational incentives, etc.

Acquisition of knowledge, of new powers:In order to ensure that its members
are able to achieve their roles’ goals, an organisation usually: gives these members
access to sources of information or knowledge, trains them to better perform their
tasks, gives them physical resources (money, a house, a car,etc.) or permissions to
access and use organisation’s resources. Autonomous agents accept to wear a role
because of the acquisition of: knowledge, access to information, new powers [9]
(using the resources coming with role and associated permissions). However, agents
might use knowledge/power for their own interest or they cantake advantage from
an information source (e.g., a library) or power to satisfy their own personal goals.

Losing powers:When an agent agrees to wear a role in a group, it signs a more
or less formal or explicit contract with the group: what powers will be given to
the agent (resources, permissions) and lost by the agent (prohibitions, obligations),
which of his powers an agent puts at the disposal of the group.

Role’s prohibitions are one of the reasons for losing powers: If an agent was able
to satisfy a goal, it will not be able anymore if there is a prohibition to pursue that
goal or to execute a key action in the plan to achieve that goal. playing a role might
imply the agent loses the physical access to a resource.

Role’s obligations hinder an agent’s powers in a more subtleway: by obliging
the agent to consume resources needed for other goals.

Putting powers at the disposal of a group means that the agent’s decision process
is no longer autonomous: his decision process is influenced (or even controlled) by
an external entity. He thus loses other powers because he is no longer free to decide
to use them.

Desire the best for the group:Agents, even if self-interested, usually desire the
best for the organisation they belong to: often implicit in an agent (especially in the
case of MAS), but is behind many decisions made by the agent when playing a role
in that group.

Importance in multi-agent organisations to make explicit not only a role’s goals
and norms, but also this desire.

Agents’ behaviour affected in many ways when playing these roles: using their
personal powers for the best of the organisation, by enabling a functional violation
of norms [10], i.e. to violate norms if it’s in the organisation’s best interest.
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This desire to ensure the best of the group should be present in all roles and
agents should adopt it when playing these roles. It might affect agents’ behaviour in
many ways, like using their personal powers for the best of the organisation, but also
by enabling a functional violation of norms [10]. Agents could decide to disobey the
norms imposed to their roles if they believe that by doing this they increase the well-
being of the organisation. We believe that is important in multi-agent organisations
to make explicit not only a role’s goals and norms, but only this desire with its high
importance, thus enabling agents to violate norms if it’s inthe organisation’s best
interest.

3.3.2.2 How playing a role affects an individual’s relationships with others

Playing a role may impact the relationships an agent developwith other agents in
different ways, in term of status, powers, dependence relationships and/or trust.

Count-as effect:playing a role changes the agent’s status: all of its physical
actions, communications, beliefs, etc. are interpreted asbeing the ones of its role,
e.g. other agents interpret executed actions/communication as being the role that
executed the action/communication, and not the agent (e.g.command has a different
meaning coming from a role with authority or from a simple agent). Importance for
agents to have a means to express whether their actions, communications, ... count
as the actions, communications, ... of their role or not. Agents should be aware of
this and act accordingly. This limits the ways they can behave.

Acquisition/losing powers: Roles in an organisation belong to a rich network
of relationships that are inherited by the agents playing the roles. e.g. authority re-
lationship : a “superior” role has authority over an “inferior” role for something,
meaning that whenever an agent playing the superior role delegates a goal (or an
action, etc.) to an agent playing an inferior role, the latter must adopt and achieve it.
These relationships modify the powers of an agent playing a role: an agent playing
a role with authority over another gains a power over the agent playing the infe-
rior role, i.e. the first agent disposes whenever it wants of one of the powers of the
second agent (the power for which it has authority). The firstagent thus gains an
indirect power, while the second agent loses its power, by losing the possibility to
decide about it. The higher the role of an agent in the role hierarchy, the more indi-
rect powers it gains: however, due to the relative nature of authority, an agent could
have power over others for something, while the others will have power over it for
something else.

Dependence relationships:Even in a non-organisational context, when not
playing any role, agents depend on each other for a power and not for another
power [33]: lack of power of achieving goals, lack of the needed resources or
know-how. Not only agents have dependence networks, but also roles in organi-
sations [21]: agents playing the roles inherit these relationships and usually must
use the role’s dependence network instead of their own.
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An agent should not solve only conflicts between his goals, beliefs, etc., and the
ones of his role, but also conflicts between his personal dependences and those of
his role. An interesting situation occurs when an agent wears several roles in the
same time and must put together and use several dependence networks, situation
from which an agent might benefit sometimes.

Being more (or less) trusted by others:Trust relationships [32] between agents
change when they wear roles (see Part.??). Institutional trust [12] : An agent can
be trusted by others simply because it plays a role in an institution. The others’ trust
in it comes from their beliefs in the characteristics of the role inherited by the agent.
Another reason to trust more an agent playing a role in a groupis because the group
acts as an enforcer: there are incentives for an agent to obeythe role’s specifications.

3.4 Conclusions

Organisations represent an effective mechanism for activity coordination, not only
for humans but also for agents. Nowadays, the organisation concept has become a
relevant issue in the multi-agent system area, as it enablesanalysing and designing
coordination and collaboration mechanisms in an easier way, especially for open
systems. In this section we have presented some works in the direction aiming at
endowing the agents with reasoning capabilities on organisations. We have focused
on the kind of reasoning that agents should develop on entering or not in an agent
organisation. In the current landscape of agreement technologies this is an impor-
tant issue in the sense that the systems that are considered are large scale and open
systems. We can also add to this kind of reasoning, all the different reasoning meth-
ods developed for organisation adaptation (described in the next chapter), for norm
compliance, given the fact that norms are often considered in the context of organi-
sations (see Part??). Besides these different reasoning, we have also described basic
and fundamental mechanisms that make agents able to developthese different kinds
of reasoning.
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adaptivity and reorganisation processes. In this chapter,a review of methods for
designing and/or implementing adaptive agent organisations will be given.

4.1 Introduction

It is well known that the growing complexity of software is emphasizing the need
for systems that have autonomy, robustness and adaptability among their most im-
portant features. Nowadays it is also accepted that MAS havebeen developed in
artificial intelligence area as a generic approach to solve complex problems. How-
ever, in order to fulfil their promise of generality and extensibility, they should also
reach self-adaptivity, i.e. the capability of autonomous adaption to changing condi-
tions. This feature requires agents to be able to alter theirown configuration, and
even their own composition and typing. Therefore, their reorganisation can be seen
as the first necessary steps to reach actual self-adaptation.

In this chapter, first we present some basic concepts about agent adaption that
have been broadly used. Next, in section 4.3, we present an approach to deal with
adaptation in Virtual Organisations, in which we propose several guidelines for iden-
tifying internal and external forces that motivate organisational change, studied in
depth in Organisation Theory [23]. Thus, in subsection 4.3 we describe how to de-
fine an Adaptive Virtual Organisation using an Organisational Theory approach.

In section 4.4, we detail a framework for Adaptive Agent Organisation that pro-
vides an architectural solution to tackle the dynamism of organisations. This frame-
work implies an evolving architectural structure based on combining predefined
controls and protocols, handled in the context of a service-oriented, agent-based
and organisation-centric framework.

As explained in Chap. 1 Sect. 1.4, software-intensive systems can be seen as so-
ciotechnical systems that consist of interacting agents. The methods for designing
adaptive sociotechnical systems can be borrowed from social sciences. In section
4.5, we analyse the differences between social and technical systems and we in-
troduce requirements which should be considered while designing sociotechnical
systems. A case study of adaptive and iterative developmentis then introduced and
explained in section 4.6.

A particularly difficult task for an agent is deciding with whom to interact when
participating inside an Open Multi-Agent System. In section 4.7 we present a mech-
anism that enables agents to take more informed decisions regarding their partner
selection. This mechanism monitors the interactions in theOpen Multi-Agent Sys-
tem, evolves role taxonomy and assigns agents to roles basedon their observed per-
formance in different types of interactions. So then this information can be used by
agents to estimate better the expected behaviour of potential counterparts in future
interactions.

Dealing with groups of autonomous agents the IT-ecosystem can balance on one
hand its adaptability and on the other hand its controllability. In section 4.8 we
present group-oriented coordination, in which we explain how this kind of cooper-
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ation and coordination mechanisms finds an equilibrium for global and individual
objectives. We apply the group oriented coordination on a simple example allowing
agents to form faster and slower groups.

Finally, we also consider the problem of coordinating multiple mobile agents
which collaborate to achieve a common goal in an environmentwith variable com-
munication constraints. In section 4.9 we present a task assignment model for coop-
erative MAS, in which a team of mobile agents has to accomplish a certain mission
under different inter-agent communication conditions.

4.2 Concepts on Adaptive Agent Organisations

Adaptive organisations is a key research topic inside the MAS domain. In this sec-
tion we will present and discuss relevant concepts and definitions for adaptive agent
organisations, mainly focusing on adaptive Organisation-Centred MAS (OCMAS).

Aldewereld et al. [1] define adaptive software systems as ’those that must have
the ability to cope with changes of stakeholders’ needs, changes in the operational
environment, and resource variability’. DeLoach et al. [13] define adaptive organisa-
tions as distributed systems that can autonomously adapt totheir environment. The
system must be provided with organisational knowledge, by which it can specify its
own organisation, based on the current goals and its currentcapabilities.

Picard et al. [41] describe that an OCMAS is adaptive when it changes whenever
its organisation is not adequate, i.e. the social purpose isnot being achieved and/or
its structure is not adapted to the environment. This situation occurs when the envi-
ronment or the MAS purposes have changed, the performance requirements are not
satisfied, the agents are not capable of playing their roles in a suitable way or a new
task arrives and the current organisation cannot face it. Inthis case, adaptation im-
plies modifying both organisation specification (modifying tasks, goals, structure)
and role allocation.

Dignum and Dignum [15] state that in order to keep effective,organisations must
maintain a good fit with the environment. Changes in the environment lead to alter-
ations on the effectiveness of the organisation and therefore in a need to reorganize,
or at least, the need to consider the consequences of the change to the organisation’s
effectiveness and, possibly, efficiency. On the other hand,organisations are active
entities, capable not only of adapting to the environment but also of changing that
environment.

Summarizing, an Adaptive Organisation in MAS presents the following proper-
ties:

• The organisation changes if its environment forces it to do so.
• Changes in goals, internal requirements, etc. of the organisation could also force

a change.
• The organisation is considered to be an open system since theenvironment might

change and external agents may join the organisation.
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• The organisation is populated by agents playing different roles, some of them
being responsible of deciding about change.

Based on these previous works, a definition forAdaptive Virtual Organisation
is proposed in [19]: An Adaptive Virtual Organisation is a virtual organisation that
is able to modify both its structural (topology, norms, roles, etc.) and functional
(services, tasks, objectives, etc.) dimensions in order torespond or to be ahead of
changes produced in its environment, or by internal requirements, i.e. if it detects
that its organisational goals are not being achieved in a satisfactory way.

When executing an adaptation process in an OCMAS, two types of change can
be distinguished: dynamical (behavioural) and structural[16]. Dynamical changes
are those in which the structure of the system remains fixed, while agents and as-
pects like role enactment are modified.Structural changesare produced in structural
elements of the system, like roles, topology or norms.

Regarding dynamical changes, there are three types that must be considered:

• A new agent joins the system. It is necessary to reach an agreement to join the
organisation, playing a particular role that indicates therights and duties of the
agent that plays that role.

• An agent leaves the system. It is necessary to determine if this operation is pos-
sible, taking into account certain imposed conditions by the MAS management.
Sometimes, it could not be appropriate to allow an agent playing a specific role
to leave the system. In other moments, it may be convenient toreassign that role
as soon as the agent leaves the system.

• Instantiation of the interaction pattern. A change of this kind consists of two
agents that carry out a certain interaction pattern and reach an agreement to fol-
low a protocol adjusted to this interaction pattern. In thiskind of changes there
are included, for example, changes related to the role enactment process, changes
in the agents that are providing a service or in the set of active norms, etc. These
changes force agents to modify their interaction pattern.

Regarding structural changes, there are two ways to carry out a structural change
in an organisation:

• Self-organisation: implies the emergency of changes, appeared because of the
interaction between agents in a local level, that generatesglobal level changes in
the organisation.

• Reorganisation: designed societies are adapted to modifications in the environ-
ment by adding, deleting or modifying their structural elements (roles, depen-
dencies, norms, ontologies, communication primitives, etc.).

Self-organisation changes are bottom-up, where an adaptation in the individual
behaviour of the agents will lead to a change in the organisation in an emergent
way. Thus, self-organisation is an endogenous process (carried out by the agents).
Agents are not aware of the organisation as a whole, they onlywork with local-level
information to adapt the system to environmental pressuresby indirectly modifying
the organisation. Therefore, agents, using local interactions and propagation, modify
the configuration of the system (topology, neighbours, influences, differentiation).
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There are some proposals about MAS self-adaptation, and here we present some
of them as an example. Gardelli et al. [22] use artifacts as a tool to introduce self-
organisation inside a MAS. In the work by Kota et al. [32] a pair of agents estimate
the utility of changing their relation and take the appropriate action accordingly.
ADELFE [9] is a methodology that proposes the design of agents that are able to
modify their interactions in an autonomous and local way in order to react to the
changes that are produced in their environment. MACODO [26]is a middleware
that offers the life-cycle management of dynamic organisations as a reusable service
separated from the agents.

Regarding reorganisation, it is a top-down approach, so that a modification in an
organisational aspect will produce changes in agents composing the organisation.
Reorganisation can be both an endogenous or an exogenous process (controlled by
the user or by an external system), referred to systems wherethe organisation is
explicitly modified through specifications, restrictions or other methods, in order to
ensure a suitable global behaviour when the organisation isnot appropriate. Agents
are aware of the state of the organisation and its structure,being able to manipulate
primitives to modify their social environment. This process can be initialized by
an external entity or by the agents, directly reasoning overthe organisation (roles,
organisational specification), and the cooperation patterns (dependencies, commit-
ments, powers).

The OCMAS community of researches has presented different proposals to deal
with adaptive organisations, one of each using their own point of view. Three of
these works (the ones from ALIVE [1], Dignum and Dignum [18],and Hoogen-
dorn [28]) state that they based their knowledge about organisational change on the
human Organisation Theory. Also, both human and agent organisations have many
elements in common. These three proposals conceive organisational change as an
endogenous process, where agents populating the organisation will be responsible
for organisational adaptation. These agents could be all the agents populating the
organisation, or just only a set of agents (typically playing a management role) that
are organisation aware, and are provided with all the knowledge they need to under-
stand modifications and to perform changes inside the organisation.

Nevertheless, the approach followed by MOISE [29] is different. In this case,
MOISE was not initially conceived to give support to adaptation, but it was later
adapted to provide support to reorganisation. Roles insideMOISE are distributed
in different groups, so as to give support to adaptation, a new group, external to
the organisation, was added. This makes the process of change to be exogenous,
making a difference with respect to the rest of proposals. However, this process still
preserves the common steps for reorganisation, including monitoring, design and
implementation of change.

It must be noticed that these proposals follow a formal approach to define change.
Dignum and Dignum have an interesting background in formal and logic languages,
with proposals like OperA [14] or LAO [17]. ALIVE also takes inspiration from pre-
vious proposals by Dignum and Dignum, since it is a joint project of some European
universities, including the Universities from Delft and Utrech, where Dignum and
Dignum develop their work. Therefore, their proposals are very similar. Hoogen-
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doorn also works with a formal logic language, TTL, that makes easier to check the
correctness of the definition of a system and its adaptation process.

The next sections of this chapter present proposals for designing and developing
adaptive agent organisations and other related elements. These proposals are mixed,
since some of them follow a reorganisation, top-down approach to define organisa-
tions, and some others define a self-organisation, bottom-up development.

4.3 Adaptive Virtual Organisations using an Organisational
Theory approach

As presented in Chap. 1 Sect. 1.3 of this book, the Virtual Organisation concept is
based on human organisations. Therefore, changing factorsin a human organisation
can also be considered as changing factors in a Virtual Organisation. In the domain
of the Organisation Theory [23] these factors are known asforcesthat lead to organ-
isational change. Those forces can beinternalor external, depending on where their
source is located. Usually, a change in the environment is the main external cause,
while a change in the requirements or goals of the organisation is the most com-
mon internal reason for change. Obviously, these changes are generic, and specific
changing factors must be defined depending on the domain of each system.

In the following, we present the most common forces, both internal and external,
and we also depict our proposal for dealing with these forces, thus turning a Virtual
Organisation into an Adaptive Virtual Organisation [19].

Forces that drive organisational change.An organisational change is produced
by one or some forces that can be differentiated by their nature. Some organisations
are more vulnerable than others due to the pressure of change, such as organisa-
tions with diffuse objectives, uncertain support, unstable values and those that face
a declining market for their products and services.

Theexternal forcesare those that promote changes inside an organisation due to
changes in its environment. Thus, the external forces are referred to the environment
where the organisation is located. They are due to elements such as other organisa-
tions that populate the same environment (and some of them suppose competence)
or different heterogeneous agents in the same environment.Among external forces,
the following forces can be found: (a)Obtaining resources: if a failure occurs in
an organisation while obtaining resources, it leads to an organisational change to
guarantee organisational survival [2]. Therefore, it could be necessary for organi-
sational survival to improve the way in which resources are obtained; (b)Market
forces: Requirements of products and services of an organisation by internal and
external agents may change through time, so the number of requests for a product
or a service that an organisation is offering is not constant. Therefore, organisations
that offer services or products that nobody is requiring have no reason to exist, so
they will disappear if they do not decide to change in order tooffer new products
and services that are currently being demanded [3]; (c)Generalisation: some organ-
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isations that are unable to acquire enough resources by specializing themselves in
a limited range of products or services manage to survive by becoming generalists,
i.e. by offering a set of products and services that are oriented to a more general
purpose, thus increasing their number of potential customers; (d)Decay and deteri-
oration: An organisation can be affected by environmental changes that will make
its objectives obsolete or they could lose their sense [3]; (e)Technological changes:
An organisation can adopt new technology in order to improveits productivity in-
side the market where it is developing its activities [8]; (f) Competence: One of the
reasons for the organisational change is the existence of organisations with a similar
purpose, turning into competence for them [8]; (g)Demographical features: Since
organisations are open systems, agents populating them andtheir environment are
heterogeneous. An organisation must control this diversity in an effective way, pay-
ing attention to the different needs of these agents, but trying to avoid malicious
and/or self-interested behaviours by them [36]; (h)Laws and regulations: There can
be external laws that could affect the environment of an organisation or its neigh-
bours organisations [8]; and (i)Globalisation: Globalisation refers to the increasing
unification of the world’s economic order through reductionof such barriers to inter-
national trade as tariffs, export fees, and import quotas [46]. The goal is to increase
material wealth, goods, and services through an international division of labour by
efficiencies catalysed by international relations, specialisation and competition.

The internal forcesof an organisation are signals produced inside an organisa-
tion, indicating that a change is necessary. Thus, it is important to clearly define
these forces, in order to monitor them and to achieve the change in the most appro-
priate form and moment. The internal forces are: (a)Growth: When an organisation
grows in both members or budget, it is necessary to change itsstructure to a more
hierarchical organisation, with higher levels of bureaucratisation and differentia-
tion among its members [3]; (b)Power and political factors: The most powerful
members of an organisation may have different objectives than agents in a lower
hierarchical level, which can be even different from the organisational objectives.
The organisation may assure (for instance, by means of observers) that manager
agents do not impose their objectives above organisationalobjectives [3]; (c)Goal
succession: There are certain organisations that disappear after reaching their goals.
However, some other organisations look for new goals to achieve. Therefore, these
organisations will continue with their existence; (d)Life-cycle: Some existing or-
ganisations follow the classic life-cycle model. Thus, they appear, grow, change, and
disappear, to give way to other organisations [8]; (e)Human resources: Managers of
the organisation must control that their agents are committed with the organisation,
present an adequate behaviour and their performance is acceptable; (f)Decisions
and managers behaviour: Industrial disputes between agents and their supervisors
inside organisations are an important force for change. If asubordinated agent dis-
agrees with his/her supervisor, he/she could ask for new tasks to develop inside the
organisation. If the management approves his/her petition, an action must be car-
ried out; (g)Economical restrictions: Organisations want to maximize their perfor-
mance. Therefore, they will try to obtain maximum benefits using the less possible
amount of resources. If it is considered that too much resources are being consumed,
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a change can be necessary; (h)Merging and acquisitions of organisations: One of
the internal forces that will drive the organisational change is the merging of two
or more organisations, or the acquisition of one organisation by another, leading
to bigger organisations where their structure and members should be reorganized.
Merging will allow to compete from a better position with other organisations; and
(i) Crisis: If an organisation is in a crisis due to a sudden drop of its efficiency, a
possible solution is a deep organisational change, modifying structural and/or func-
tional elements, depending on the specific needs of the organisation.

How to identify an acting force. A key issue when dealing with adaptation is
that forces that drive organisational change should be correctly detected. We have
defined a guideline (Table 4.1) [19] for detecting when a force is acting over the
organisation. For each common force that leads to organisational change, a guideline
has been completed. On each of these guidelines, there are represented the different
factors that should be monitored in order to detect that a force is acting. It must be
noted that not all factors are required to be detected in order to state that a specific
force is acting over an organisation, but just a subset of these factors could be able
to trigger a force. It is possible for each factor to come fromdifferent sources, such
as from the behaviour of an agent, or the level of fulfilment ofset of goals.

Guideline for detecting a driving force
Field Description
Name Name of the force which is able to be detected by following this guideline
Description Describes how this force acts over an organisation
Type Internal or external, depending on whether this force comes from the own organisation or its

environment
Factors

Name The name of the factor that helps identifying the force
Description The description of this factor
Type The type of the factor (e.g. behaviour of agent/role, goal achievement, etc.)
Value The value that this element must reach/not reach in order to be considered as a factor for change
Triggers Specifies whether this factor triggers the force by itself, of other factors are required in order for

a force to start acting over an organisation

Table 4.1 Guideline for detecting a force that drives organisationalchange

Solution for preventing damage or taking advantage from a force. We have
also defined a guideline (Table 4.2) [19] for identifying thedifferent organisational
actions that should be carried out in the organisation in order to take advantage or
to prevent damage from a specific force.

Each solution is described by its name, its description, theforce (or forces) that
are intended to take advantage of or trying to reduce its damaging effects over the
organisation. Also, this guideline points out the factors for detecting a force that
must appear along with the force in order to be possible to apply this solution, as
well as the specific roles that will carry out this solution.

The organisational actions are those actions that will produce a change in the
organisational definition when they are executed. Taking the Virtual Organisation
Formalisation (built by theOS referring to the Organisational Specification,OE
to the Organisational Entity, andφ to the Organisational Dynamics, as explained
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Solution for preventing damage or taking advantage of a force
Field Description
Name Name of the solution
Description Text describing this solution
Force The force that must be acting to apply this solution
Factor The set of factors that must be detected in order to be able to apply this solution
Actions The set of actions that must be carried out to apply this solution
Roles The responsible roles for applying this solution

Table 4.2 Guideline for applying a solution

in Chap. 1 Sect. 1.3) as reference, the execution of an organisational actionoa in a
virtual organisationvoi implies that the time increases (t → t +1). An organisational
action is defined as:

voi →oa vo′i
〈OS,OE,φ〉 → 〈OS′,OE′,φ ′〉

(4.1)

This expression states that a virtual organisationvoi , at a given time t, carries out
an organisational actionoa that causes a change in the organisational state, beingvo′i
the new state of the organisation, at a time t+1. Notice that it is not mandatory for
an organisation to change every component in order to changeits state, i.e. (OS=
OS′∨OE = OE′∨φ = φ ′).

The two proposed guidelines have been applied, as an example, to the descrip-
tion of the external force ”Obtaining resources” (Table 4.2), which is explained as
follows:

Obtaining resources (External force).Resources are commonly used as raw ma-
terials to produce the results of the services of an organisation. Therefore, if a service
is called, and it has a precondition that specifies that a resource is needed to execute
a service, but the resource cannot be obtained using the current organisational struc-
ture, it is necessary to look for a solution. In this case, themost appropriate solution
could be to move any of the entities to a workspace where this resource is available
(i.e. place the entity inside the population of this workspace).

Detecting ”Obtaining resources” external force
Field Description
Name Obtaining resource
Description A resource is not able to be accessed by an organisation
Type External

Factors
Name Successful calls to a service
Description If the rate for successfully executing a service is lower than a given threshold, it means that this force

is acting
Type Service providing rate
Value Threshold
Triggers This factor itself triggers the force

Table 4.3 Example of the guideline for detecting a force that drives organisational change

The solution to this force (Table 4.4) is to move an entity of the organisation to a
workspace where this resource is available. In our approach, that means to execute
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the organisational action ’move entity’ to a workspace of the organisationvo1 ∈ V O

at a given time t.

Solution for ”Obtaining resources” external force
Field Description
Name Move entity to a workspace
Description An entity of the organisation is placed in a workspace where the artifact is located
Force Obtaining resource
Factor Threshold of successfully executing a service
Actions Move entity to a workspace
Roles The responsible roles for applying this solution

Table 4.4 Example of the guideline for applying a solution

A different solution is to negotiate with another organisation, in order to be able
to go inside this organisation to get resources or to allow anexternal agent which
is able to get this resources to join the organisation. Notice that this solution is
appropriate just in case the organisation is not able to find the required resource
among its perceived workspaces. So, it must look for it outside the organisation.

4.4 A Framework for Adaptive Agent Organisations

It is well known that the growing complexity of software is emphasizing the need
for systems that have autonomy, robustness and adaptability among their most im-
portant features. It is also accepted nowadays that MAS havebeen developed in
artificial intelligence area as a generic approach to solve complex problems. How-
ever, in order to fulfil their promise of generality and extensibility, they should also
reach self-adaptivity, i.e. the capability of autonomously adapting to changing con-
ditions. This feature requires them to be able to alter theirown configuration, and
even their own composition and type. Their reorganisationscan be seen, therefore,
as the first necessary steps to reach actual self-adaptivity.

This section proposes an architectural solution to tackle the dynamism, which
will be supported by an emergent agreement - an evolving architectural structure
based on combining predefined controls and protocols. Theseare handled in the
context of a service-oriented, agent-based and organisation-centric framework [40].
Next, we will discuss not only the architectural framework but also the mechanisms
to change their composition patterns and element types, which are necessary to
achieve real self-adaptivity.

The Basic Framework for Adaptive Organisations.As the proposed approach
is based on service-oriented concepts, the main idea is to export the agent system
as a system of services, and the environment must be truly adaptive and dynamic,
it requires the use of rich semantic and highly technological capabilities. Therefore,
it is considered a wise use ofagentsin a broader context, with an upper layer of
services added to provide, in particular, the interoperability feature. It is easy to
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conceive a service to present the operational capabilitiesof an agent or, even better,
of a collection of agents as an organisation, which in turn provides services. Using
agents allows the explicit treatment of semantics, a structured coordination, the use
of a methodology to service development, to structure them into organisations, and
the use of their learning capacity, among others features.

Implicit in the definition of MAS is the need toregisteragents in the system, to
separate those ones who belong to the architecture from those who do not. The same
approach will be used to identify services. To allow their external access, they will
be explicitly registered and grouped as part of a service.

The current research, which is included as part of the OVAMAHproject [39], is
extending the objectives of the original platform THOMAS [6]. Besides providing
the necessary technology for the development of virtual organisations in open en-
vironments, it will allow to facilitate dynamic answers forchanging situations by
means of the adaptation and/or evolution of the organisations. For example, agents
forming an organisational unit could create (or remove) another unit, affecting the
groups of the system; decide the moment to add or delete norms; the social relation-
ship between roles could change at runtime, the conditions to activate/deactivate,
as well as the cardinality of roles; the system topology (given by the relationships)
could be changed also at runtime and then validate the changes with objectives and
organisational type; the services could be matched to new roles; etc.

The framework is evolving (currently adapting to OSGi [38] specification) and
the applications are modularizing into smaller entities called bundles. These entities
can be installed, updated or removed on the fly and dynamically, provide the ability
to change the system behaviour without ever having to disrupt its operation. Among
the services provided by this standard, the Service Trackerappears as particularly
relevant, in the light of the proposed approach. This service makes possible to track
other registered services on the platform. It is used to ensure that the services to be
provided are still available or not.

In summary, the evolution of the agreement-based approach,including the con-
cepts and constructs that it describes, has already shown its relevance. The main
concern now, beyond performance issues, is the essential dynamism and the adap-
tive functionality required by the underlying architecture.

Adaptive Organisations based onInitiatives. A group of individuals can be ar-
ranged into certain structures, depending on concrete goals, and they can be formed
by using two different kinds of mechanisms:controlsandprotocols, which are both
based on limiting the range of available actions. The formers can be seen as elements
that either enforce or forbid specific interactions (or architectural connections). Self-
adaptive structures, being typically centralized [5], show many classic examples of
this kind: most of them manifest explicit control loops, inspired in regulators of
classic control theory. On the other hand, protocols, whicheither enable or channel
behaviour, are based on consensus and agreements. They can be described generi-
cally as the way to control decentralized (even distributed) structures [20]. Basically,
when protocols are present, every agent knows the way to interact with the rest; it
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is necessary to comply with them to be able to communicate, but at the same time
they are also regulating the development of the interactingstructure itself.

These two mechanisms define a wide spectrum of regulation, inwhich agent
organisations and their architectures are simultaneouslyharnessed by atomic, unary
controls (norms, limits, locks, control loops or constraints) and multiple, connective
protocols (hubs, bridges, channels, or spaces). It is important to note that the purpose
of these mechanisms is to ”discover” a suitable structure ofcontrols and protocols so
that a global structure can emerge. These elements make possible to define the main
inner structures in order to obtain agreement-based organisations. Once a primary
structure can be defined, an elemental group emerges as a preliminary organisation,
which will be referred as aninitiative: not yet fully established, but still evolving.

Nevertheless, theinitiative can continue growing and mutating because of its
adaptive nature, but when it has some ”stable” structure, itcan be called organi-
sation. This ”stable” structure is achieved when all the participants can afford the
necessary agreement in order to gain the objective. This process can be thought as
the system moving to a new state, in which the structure of the”past” is supplanted
by a ”new” emergent structure. Obviously, this novel structure admits new elements
because of the dynamic environment, but now one of its goals is to reinforce its
nature.

An initiative can be generated from patterns, namedadaptation patterns, where
the term is used in an architectural sense. They are pre-designed from the required
services of aninitiative and the corresponding semantic refining. Some of them have
been already identified, and receive such names as Façade, Mediator, or Surveyor,
among others (see Figure 4.1). The patterns represent a fragment of a static structure,
leading to a dynamic one, theinitiative, reaching a ”stable” form, the organisation.

Adaptation Patterns.As already noted, the adaptation patterns are pre-designed
from the required services of aninitiative and for the corresponding semantic re-
finement. Particularly, these are not classic object-oriented patterns, because they
are defined in a different context: they are architectural patterns.

According to [45] it is possible to classify the architectural design patterns as
follows: monitoring (M), decision-making (DM), or reconfiguration (R) based on
their objective. M and DM patterns can also be classified as either creational (C)
or structural (S), as defined in [21]. Likewise, R patterns can also be classified as
behavioural (B) and structural (S) since they specify how tophysically restructure an
architecture. Several of these patterns have been already identified for the proposed
approach. In Table 4.1, for instance, three of them are described: Façade, Mediator,
and Surveyor.

Obviously, there are more patterns and not all of them describe only roles. For
instance, the Surveyor Election defines the protocol (one among many) to decide
the next surveyor; and Surveyor Change describes a protocolto demote the current
surveyor and forward its knowledge to a new one.

All these pre-figured changes are applied to organisations that have reached a
quiescent or safe state for adaptation [33]. In this case, namely pure adaptation,
the importance lies in the way that an existing organisationhas to adapt to a new
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Fig. 4.1 Adaptation Patterns: architectural design patterns

behaviour. First, it has to realize that a change has occurred, i.e. a change can emerge
in an intrinsic way [44], and then it has to adapt itself.

There are several scenarios to develop this adaptive behaviour, reaching ulti-
mately a ”stable” configuration for aninitiative which therefore becomes an or-
ganisation. For example, in an emergency situation, some police cars can arrive to
the crisis area but no one is the leader of the group. They follow a previous internal
protocol to choose a leader (even hierarchy is a protocol), and this agreement gener-
ates a preliminary organisation. This is what it is called agenerative protocol. When
the individuals follow this kind of protocols, they define implicit structural patterns.

Lifecycle of Self-Organizing Structures.As we already noted, depending on
concrete goals, any group of individuals can be arranged into certain structures by
using controls and protocols. These elements will make possible to define the main
inner structures in order to obtain agreement-based organisations. Once a primary
structure is defined, an ”elemental” group emerges as a preliminary entity: theini-
tiative. It will grow with the environmental dynamics until become into a ”stable”
organisation.

Figure 4.2 summarizes briefly the lifecycle of our self-organizing structures [12].
This cycle can begin with a single agent, which is able to perform certain interac-
tions and has the potential to export some services. Initially, it does not belong to
any organisation when reaches the system. However, it complies to a number of
predefined controls and protocols, which ”guide” the agent’s interaction and enable
it to maintain structured conversations with others, composing informal groups of
agents.

When an external change occurs, the system must react with anadaptive be-
haviour, and this is the functionality that must trigger theformation of the self-
organizing structures (organisations). The system is provided with a number of
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Fig. 4.2 Lifecycle of a self-organizing structure (from [12])

adaptation patterns in order to achieve some desired reaction. These patterns are
partial definitions of elements and relationships, which include enough information
for an agent to learn how to perform some behaviour. Therefore, under the guidance
of an adaptation pattern, certain agents within the group acquire specific functions,
and begin to form an actual structure: this is theinitiative. Of course, these organi-
sations are able to evolve themselves, and to participate inlarger agreements [12].

As already noted, the system is ultimately conceived as a service-oriented archi-
tecture; so methodologically, the first stable organisations must be considered as the
providers for certain high-level services. Then, these services must be proposed as
the starting point for the functional definition of those first organisations.

4.5 Adaptive Agent Organisations with Sociotechnical Systems

The challenges in creating software for modern complex and distributed computing
environments are described by Sterling & Taveter [47]. Theyare time-sensitivity,
uncertainty, unpredictability, and openness. It is a problem how to design systems
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that work effectively in the modern environment, where computing is pervasive,
people interact with technology existing in a variety of networks, and under a range
of policies and constraints imposed by the institutions andsocial structures that we
live in. The key concepts that Sterling & Taveter [47] use fordesigning open, adap-
tive, distributed, and self-managing systems areagentsandsociotechnical systems.
An agentis suitable as a central modelling abstraction for representing distributed
interconnected nodes of the modern world. Asociotechnical systemencompasses a
combination of people and computers, hardware and software.

The novelty of the approach to be presented in this section isthat it shows how
treating software-intensive systems as sociotechnical systems that consist of inter-
acting agents facilitates the design of such systems. We claim that the methods for
designing adaptive sociotechnical systems should be borrowed from social sciences
rather than from exact sciences. We show how it can be done.

To start with, it is crucial to understand how social and technical systems differ-
entiate each other. Only when this understanding is achieved, it will become possible
to form the foundations for designing systems. On this grounding, in this section we
first analyse differences between social and technical systems. Then we introduce
requirements which should be considered while designing sociotechnical systems.
Finally a case study of adaptive and iterative development will be introduced and
explained.

Social Systems.Sociotechnical systems are more complex than merely techni-
cal systems. Methods of exact sciences are not applicable tosocial systems. As
Prigogine [43] pointed out, the world is a complex system which develops in irre-
versible time. It is impossible to re-create the same situation in a social environment
because social experiments are not conducted in a laboratory. Social experiments
have impact on society and therefore initial conditions will also change. A social
system can be viewed as having two kinds of statuses. These modes are ”is” and ”is
not” or ”agree” and ”disagree”, depending on the situation.The action of choosing
a status by an agent triggers some event.

Popper states that no scientific predictor - whether a human scientist or a cal-
culating machine - can possibly predict, by scientific methods, its own future [42].
Luhmann [34] (p.177) claims that establishing and maintaining the difference be-
tween system and environment becomes the problem, because for each system the
environment is more complex than the system itself. Allert and Richter [4] lead this
thought to the conclusion by saying that ”the difference system/environment is not
ontological but an epistemological - it is continuously constructed by the observer,
based on his actual motive”.

Technical Systems.In contrast to social systems, technical systems can be stud-
ied by applying the methods of exact sciences. The experiments conducted with
technical systems in a laboratory are repeatable and the same outcome is expected
from them. For example, the results from chemical experiments should be identical
when the same experiment is repeated under the same initial conditions.

Also in software development time does not have an effect on the system when
the system is not intentionally changed. This means that while testing the system,
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the same test case should end with the same results. A software system is considered
to be of a high quality when it functions as expected.

In technical systems, the difference between system and environment is drawn
from early on. For example, use cases of UML pressure the modeller to decide
the system boundary already at the beginning of requirements engineering. We can
conclude this section by stating that important features oftechnical systems are
predictability and clear system/environment difference.

Considerations for Designing Sociotechnical Multi-AgentSystems.In the
previous section we pointed out that social systems are essentially different from
technical systems. Here, we supplement this reasoning by elaborating considera-
tions for designing sociotechnical systems. The most important point that we argue
is that sociotechnical systems should be designed by following principles of be-
havioural and social sciences. The rationale for this is that behavioural and social
sciences are more complex and therefore their characteristics should be used when
designing sociotechnical systems. Only then can social andtechnical systems be
merged.

First of all, we need proper abstractions for engineering sociotechnical systems.
Central among such abstractions is that of anagent, which we term as an active
entity, such as person, software agent, or robot. It is worthwhile to point out here
that also people are agents. People live and act in the world and interact with each
other. Viewing people as agents helps to conceptualize systems in terms of agents.

Because of continuous time, sociotechnical systems arehere-and-nowsystems or
run-time systems where agents should adapt to changes in theenvironment gradu-
ally at run-time. It is important that no agent in the system needs to know everything.
It is sufficient when an agent knows enough to achieve his/herown goals. If the in-
formation required is not available in the current situation, the agent will use the
information that is available or will try again after a while. However, that will be
anotherhere-and-nowsituation.

Sociotechnical systems should be gradually extendable. Inother words, so-
ciotechnical systems do not require that all of their constituent agents should be
implemented at once. For example, a human agent can create a one-person com-
pany. When one person cannot any more manage with all of the tasks and there are
enough resources to hire another person, the organisation can be extended.

In order to develop good-quality sociotechnical systems, the goals of thesys-
temshould be known, usually by human agents. Designing a self-organizing agent
system without a known outcome is of no value because the outcome can be order
as well as chaos. What is not predictable is how exactly the goals of the system
are achieved. As time is irreversible, normally there are several options for achiev-
ing the same goal. Therefore adaptive and flexible systems which can keep up with
changes occurring at run-time should be designed.

In sociotechnical systems, storing history is not the main priority. Rather it is
important for each agent of the system to know from where to obtain information
and how to utilize it. More important than having a lot of datain the system is having
agents that can interpret data for realizing their goals.
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Sociotechnical systems should follow patterns of social systems. In a society,
each person is an autonomous agent. No one knows informationabout the society
as a whole but everyone knows the information necessary to fulfil its objectives.
Moreover, no one, not even the President, knows all the information about a reason-
ably large organisation such as Tallin University of Technology. However, society
as a complex system works reasonably well, despite the fact that each member of
a society knows only a very small part of the whole system. We are convinced that
this approach is also applicable to engineering sociotechnical systems.

Based on the preceding arguments, when designing sociotechnical systems, there
is no need to describe their environments as accurately as possible (and as was
indicated in theSocial Systemsparagraph, it is not even possible). What matters is
that each constituent agent of the system knows enough aboutits specific objectives
and about the means of achieving them.

System design for complex sociotechnical systems requiresnew approaches. In
next Section 4.6 we propose a solution for adaptive development of flexible so-
ciotechnical systems in such a way that an environment does not have to be analysed
in its entire complexity and the system can be developed adaptively and iteratively
to match a continuously changing world.

4.6 Adaptive and Iterative Development

In this section we propose an approach for iterative bottom-up development of
sociotechnical systems based on agent-oriented modelling. We claim that this ap-
proach is applicable to the systems consisting of human and/or man-made agents.
Another claim is that if sociotechnical systems are developed this way, they can be
easily adapted to the changing conditions.

The rationale for this approach is that contemporary complex systems can have
no agents who know all the information. It is not even necessary to have such
agents. Instead, it is important for each agent to know its objectives and the means
of achieving them. In our view, sociotechnical systems should be developed in it-
erative phases. A system in its any phase should include at least one agent who
is aware of the goal which should be achieved by the system as awhole, i.e. the
system’s purpose. As we do not yet live in the world describedby Isaac Asimov
[7], where man-made agents can create themselves, at the beginning of adaptive de-
velopment the agent who is aware of the system goal is a human agent. When an
agent knows the system goal, a complex system environment does not have to be
described in detail. Each agent knows its objectives and this is sufficient to achieve
the system’s goal.

Our approach is rooted in agent-oriented modelling proposed by Sterling &
Taveter [47], which was overviewed in Chap. 1 Sect. 1.4. However, instead of us-
ing agent-oriented modelling for justtop-downdevelopment of sociotechnical sys-
tems, as proposed by Sterling & Taveter [47], we propose to apply agent-oriented
modelling also to iterativebottom-updevelopment of sociotechnical systems. We
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have chosen agent-oriented modelling because it supports well the openness of so-
ciotechnical systems by postponing deciding the system/environment boundary un-
til platform-independent design.

In our approach, agents belong to different abstraction levels. First-level agents
are always used because they do the actual work, such as assembling cars or cell
phones on a production line. Therefore agents of the first-level are created before
agents of other levels. Figure 4.3 represents two first-level agents who know each
other. If the goals to be achieved by these agents are straightforward, the agents
can coordinate their activities just between themselves. The coordination may lie in
passing the product that is being assembled from one industrial robot to another in
a timely manner. This kind of situation is depicted in Figure4.3.

Fig. 4.3 Acquaintance model for agents of the first level

Let us suppose that the requirements of a sociotechnical system are represented
in the form of a goal model of agent-oriented modelling [47] that was overviewed
in Chap. 1 Sect. 1.4. Examples of goal models are depicted in Figures 4.6 and 4.8. If
new goals and/or roles are added to the goal tree, more agentsmay need to be created
at the same level and/or at higher levels. In particular, agents of a higher level have
to be created if agents of lower level(s) need more coordination to achieve their
objectives. In Figure 4.4, an agent of the second level - manager - has been added
who interacts with agents of the first level. If a manager is added, agents of the next
lower level need to become aware of it because the manager knows a higher-level
goal. Another reason for adding a higher level agent may be that in certain situations
lower-level agents do not any more manage with the task at hand and need advice by
a higher-level agent. For example, if lower-level agents ina sociotechnical system
are man-made agents like robots or software agents and the higher-level agent is
a human, lower-level agents might ask for his/her advice through a graphical user
interface built for this purpose. In this kind of situation all lower-level agents have
to be aware of the higher-level agent.

Fig. 4.4 Acquaintance model for agents of the second level
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An agent of a higher level might not be aware of (all) the agents at the levels
below it. This is illustrated by Figure 4.5, according to which an agent of the third
level is aware of just one agent of the second level, who is probably the manager
of the second-level agents. Agents of different levels can be added to a sociotech-
nical system separately and adaptively when system requirements change or goals
develop.

Fig. 4.5 Acquaintance model for agents of the third level

Case study of adaptive and iterative development.We illustrate our consid-
erations by introducing an example from the problem domain of assembling cell
phones by a sociotechnical industrial automation system consisting of autonomous
robots and humans. The robots are equipped with sensors and actuators and are
capable of reasoning and interactions.

We describe the requirements for the sociotechnical systemin the form of a goal
model. Figure 4.6 shows that for achieving the purpose of thesystem - Assembling
cell phone - several subgoals need to be achieved. Just one agent - an agent play-
ing the Manager role - is aware of the system purpose: Assemble cell phone. For
achieving the subgoals, agents playing the six other roles depicted in Figure 4.6
are required. First, an agent playing the Internal Components Assembler role puts
together internal components of a cell phone. After that it passes the intermedi-
ate product to an Internal Components Tester. If the intermediate product does not
pass the tests, an Engineer will fix it and return the product to an Internal Compo-
nents Tester for an additional iteration of the same tests. After the tests have been
passed, an Internal Components Tester sends the intermediate product to a Cover
Assembler who equips the cell phone with display and covers.Thereafter it passes
the final product to a Cell Phone Tester for ultimate testing.As previously, if a cell
phone does not pass the tests, an Engineer will identify and fix the problem. If a
cell phone has passed all the tests, it will be forwarded to a Visual Checker for fi-
nal visual checking. All the roles explained can be performed by either human or
man-made agents, such as industrial robots. Please note also that goal models, such
as the one represented in Figure 4.6, do not prescribe any temporary sequence of
achieving subgoals.

Temporary sequence is present indesign models, such as the interaction protocol
represented in Figure 4.7. Another difference between analysis and design models
is that design models represent interactions, behaviours,and knowledge ofagents
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Fig. 4.6 Goal model of assembling cell phones

of specific types playing the roles of the system. The interaction diagram depicted
in Figure 4.7 represents that the production process beginswith placing internal
components of a cell phone onto the printed circuit board. This task is performed
by a robot playing the role Internal Components Assembler. After the internal com-
ponents have been placed onto the circuit board, a human agent playing the role
Internal Components Tester tests the internal components.If the internal compo-
nents pass the tests, the Internal Components Tester will pass the circuit board to
the robot performing the role Cover Assembler. If the internal components fail one
or more tests, the Internal Components Tester will pass the circuit board to a human
agent playing the role Engineer. In Figure 4.7 this case is represented by the first
alternative box ”does not pass test”. The box includes the condition which models
that the Internal Components Tester keeps sending the circuit board to the Engineer
until the circuit board passes the tests. Thereafter the circuit board is forwarded to
the robot playing the role Cover Assembler. The robot shields the circuit board and
all the other components according to the model specification by the front and back
cover and passes the resulting cell phone to the human agent playing the role Cell
Phone Tester. The integrity of the cell phone as a whole is tested next. If everything
is working properly, the cell phone will be sent to another human agent playing the
role Visual Checker who makes sure that the appearance of a cell phone has not been
damaged during the assembling process. In case the Cover Assembler has failed to
produce a high-quality cell phone and the Cell Phone Tester discovers a problem
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with it, the newly assembled cell phone will be sent to the Engineer. The Engineer
finds and fixes the problem and returns the phone to the Cell Phone Tester. This
process continues until the cell phone passes the tests, after which it is again sent to
the Visual Checker.

Fig. 4.7 Interaction protocol of assembling cell phones

Let us now suppose that the cell phone industry has new requirements for new
cell phones with cameras. A sociotechnical system has to be as flexible as possible
to adjust to new processes and incorporate new goals and roles if needed. The pro-
duction process of cell phones with cameras needs more attention as compared to
the production process of ”ordinary” cell phones. In the newrequirements described
as a goal model in Figure 4.8, this is reflected by the new goal of checking a cam-
era and the new Camera Checker role attached to it. As a resultof this change in
the requirements, an agent playing the Camera Checker role joins the sociotechnical
system. After this, the sociotechnical system continues tofunction as the production
line described in the previous paragraph. The only difference is that an agent playing
the Camera Checker role checks cameras before the ultimate visual checking activ-
ity is performed. If this new agent can inform the other agents of the system about its
capabilities, the interactions, behaviours, and knowledge of just theaffected agents
in the supply chain will change accordingly. There is no needfor all the agents of the
system to become aware of a new agent playing the Visual Checker role. The whole
system functions perfectly well when the new agent knows what to do and who to
interact with and only some agents are aware of the new agent.In a similar way,
all agents do not have to be aware of the overall goal of the system. For example, a
Visual Checker does not have to know that the purpose of the system is to assemble
cell phones. The system operates very well when a Visual Checker only knows how
to control cameras and who to interact with.
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Fig. 4.8 Goal model of assembling cell phones with cameras

Figure 4.9 depicts the interaction model of assembling cellphones with cameras.
In comparison with the interaction diagram represented in Figure 4.7, it includes
another alternative box entitled ”camera does not fit”. The box models that if the
camera is improperly placed or contains dust, a human agent playing the role Cam-
era Checker will send it to the Engineer. This alternative process is repeated until
the Engineer has fixed all the problems with the camera that have been detected.

Bottom-up iterative design organized in the way described in this section results
in evolutionarysociotechnical systems. In such systems, all the agents do not have to
know what each of them knows. A sociotechnical system functions properly when
each agent is aware of its own objectives as a minimum and about the means of
achieving them.

In contemporary complex sociotechnical systems it is not feasible to possess all
the information about the environment and to keep this information continuously
updated. To reflect this, we proposed in Sects. 4.5 and 4.6 of this Chapter an it-
erative bottom-up development approach of sociotechnicalsystems. Such iterative
development is flexible and adaptive. Therefore it is easy toadapt to a rapidly chang-
ing environment. In the near future, we plan to complement goal models by role and
domain models, and interaction models by agent behaviour and knowledge models
and to design and implement an environment that would enableto try our approach
out in series of experiments. Designing the environment comprises working out a
formal language for
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Fig. 4.9 Interaction protocol of assembling cell phones with cameras

4.7 A role evolution mechanisms as an information source of
trust

In Open Multi-Agent Systems (OMAS), deciding with whom to interact is a partic-
ularly difficult task for an agent, as repeated interactionswith the same agents are
scarce, and reputation mechanisms become increasingly unreliable. Here we present
a mechanism which can be used by agents in an OMAS to take more informed de-
cisions regarding partner selection, and thus to improve their individual utilities.
This mechanism monitors the interactions in the OMAS, evolves a role taxonomy,
and assigns agents to roles based on their observed performance in different types
of interactions. This information can be used by agents to better estimate the ex-
pected behaviour of potential counterparts in future interactions. We thus highlight
the descriptive features of roles, providing expectationsof the behaviour of agents
in certain types of interactions, rather than their normative facets.

In decision making (DM) processes for selecting partners agents may make their
choice supported on three different types of information, namely: i) past own ex-
perience;ii) opinions from neighbours (reputation); andiii) other “organisational”
information sources. The first two types have already been widely studied in many
works [31, 48]. Some other works [27] have studied how organisational information
influences agents’ selections, especially when no direct experiences – or not reliable
enough – have been collected before.

We deal here with this third type of information aforementioned, namely how
agents can use organisational structures to better determine “good” partners to in-
teract with, especially if no valuable direct experiences are available to reason about.
We show that agents cannot only exploit existing organisational structures, in par-
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ticular, role taxonomies, to determine trustworthy candidates to interact with, but
we also put forward a mechanism that makes use of the information managed by the
agents’ trust models so as to create and evolve role taxonomies. We claim that this
taxonomy evolution provides agents with more precise information, helping them
to make better decisions such as to decide which other agentsto interact with. Thus,
in [11] it is proposed an adaptive mechanism that evolves role taxonomies by us-
ing a multidimensional clustering algorithm to capture behavioural patterns among
agents.

Organisational Structures for Agents DM. The environment we use to de-
scribe the mechanism presented in this work is based on Task-oriented Multi-Agent
Systems (T-MAS) which can be specified as follows:

Definition 2 A T-MAS is a tuple TM=〈Ag,X ,T ,U 〉, where:

• Ag is a set of agents participating in the MAS; we assume each agent a∈ Ag

has an utility functionUa : A g×T → R, whereA g is the delegated agent that
performs the taskT ;

• X is the environmental state space;
• T is a set of tasks that can be performed by agents;
• U : X → R is the system utility function;

The functioning of a T-MAS is as follows (at each time step): i) a task is assigned
to each agenta1 ∈Ag; ii) if an agenta1 cannot perform the task by itself it reassigns
(delegates) the tasks to another agenta2 ∈ Ag; and iii) agentsa2 performs the task
anda1 obtains a utility from the performance. Furthermore, we assume that the util-
ity obtained by an agent at a certain time step is equivalent to the agent’s perception
on the fulfilment of the delegated task to another agent. Notethat this definition of
individual utility allows forsubjectiveutility functions. In this sense,Ua(b,t) rep-
resents the subjective perception of agenta on how well agentb performs taskt.
Notice that an agent may delegate a task to itself if considers that it is the more
qualified agent to carry it out.

Organisational Information. The mechanism presented in [11] is based on the
use of the conceptsrole androle specialisation taxonomy. We conceive roles from
the point of view of an observer, i.e. as a set ofexpectationsregarding the behaviour
of agents performing certain actions. This means that a rolegenerates by itself some
public expectations over certain actions that agents playing it should accomplish.

A role in a T-MAS is a pair〈r,E 〉 so that the agents playing the roler are qualified
to perform the tasks in the setE in the sense that they are “skillful” for those tasks.

A role specialisation taxonomy structures the roles by establishing a specialisa-
tion relation⊲r based on the skills of the agents playing those roles; that is, given
two different rolesr1, r2 ∈ R thenr1 ⊲r r2 iff. there is a subset of tasks fromr2 on
which agents playing roler1 perform better, on average, than agents playing roler2.
The hierarchy contains a top role - the root of the taxonomy〈rroot,Eroot〉 - which
contains all tasks and is not a specialisation of any other role. This is consistent with
the assumption that every agent can perform every task. We can assume that every
agent in a T-MAS plays at least the top role.
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A Trust Model for Agent’s DM. A trust model is usually used to endow agents
with an internal representation of information about others in order to better choose
partners to interact with in any DM process. In the context ofa T-MAS, we use
the notion of trust model as a mechanism that drives the agentto choose the most
trustworthy agent to which it can delegate a given task. Trust models aims at cal-
culating expectations on other agents on particular situations, by either using past
information gathered through the time – based on past interactions – or inferring
using opinions from third party using their own previous assessments.

The main contribution of the work is twofold: i) building role taxonomies con-
taining on the expectations that the agents participating in the T-MAS are currently
calculating during their execution in the T-MAS; and, ii) agents may make use of
the created role taxonomies in order to tune up their own expectations on differ-
ent situations. These two processes are executed in parallel and continuously repeat
during the T-MAS lifetime.

Next algorithm describes how an agenta uses the information provided by a role
specialisation taxonomyRT together with its own experience about previously
delegated tasks in order to select an appropriate agent to which it can delegate a
given taskt.

1. r = mostSpecializedRolesForTask(t)
2. Ax = agentsPlayingRoles(r)
3. bestAgent= localTrustEvaluation(Ax, r,t)
4. delegate(t,bestAgent)

For the calculation of trust valuesta→〈ai ,rk〉 ∈ [0..1], we assume that agents
store their past experiences in their internal structure inform of confidence val-
uesca→〈ai ,rk〉, denoting the recompiled confidence an agenta has in agentai playing
role rk .

Evolution of Role Taxonomies.Creation of new roles is be based on trust that
other agents have on a specific role - that is similar to say ”onthe agents playing that
role in the system”. Trust is a subjective measure, since notall agents neither have to
share the same preferences in the system nor have to use the same trust model. The
mechanism defined in [11] tries to build a source of information - role taxonomy -
from subjective individual assessments of trust.

This mechanism employs clustering methods to capture behavioural patterns of
agents performing tasks. The idea is to identify groups of agents that perform a set
of tasks better than others and to reflect such cases in form ofa new role. In order to
do this it is assumed that agents store confidence valuesca→〈ai ,t〉, representing agent
a’s recompiled experience on how well agentai performs a taskt (from its particular
point of view). The confidence values stored by agents provide a means to represent
agents as a point in the n-dimensional vector space formed byall possible tasks
t ∈ T in the T-MAS wheren is the number of tasks inT . In particular, each agent
ai can be represented as a tupleâ = (c1,c2, ...,cn) whereck is defined as follows:

ck =

∑
a∈Ag

ca→〈ai ,tk〉

|Ag|
(4.2)
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The set of vector representations of agents – e.g., the trustspace formed by agents
– is denoted byTS= {â = (c1,c2, ...,cn)|a ∈ Ag}. In a similar way, given a role
rk ∈ R, a trust space for the agents that have ever played that role is defined as:
TSrk = {â = (c1,c2, ...,cn)|a∈ Ag and a enacts rk}.

Trust-based Multidimensional K-Means.To specialize roles - create new roles
in the role taxonomy - theK-meansclustering algorithm can be applied, wherek
represents the number of clusters to be created in each execution. Let TM be a T-
MAS with a set of rolesR and a role specialisation taxonomyRT = (R,⊲r). In
order to evolve the role taxonomy, the clustering algorithmis applied to each set
TSr j with r j ∈ R and r j being a leaf in the taxonomyRT . On each execution,
the algorithm returns a set ofk clusters. A cluster centroid represents the expected
behaviour of all the agents belonging to it and the whole cluster represents a pattern
of behaviour for all the agents included.

The possible clusters returned by the algorithm are candidates for the creation of
new roles. We process the clusters and only convert it into a new rolerx if the agents
enactingrx provide a better performance (on average) on at least one of the tasks
of the role it extends. Furthermore, when deciding whether acluster should form a
new role or not, the mechanism applies two additional criteria: (a) we do not create
roles with “bad” behaviours. We apply a thresholdθ such that a new role is only
created if the tasks it specializes have at least an expectedvalue ofθ ; (b) in most
of the cases we would want to create new roles if, in fact, theymay have a ”long”
life. That is, most of the times there is no much sense on creating roles when only
an agent may play it. Would make sense to create roleSurgeonif only one agent in
the world could play it? For that reason, we include another threshold, calledϒ that
determines the minimum number of agents that a cluster must include to have the
possibility of converting the cluster into a new role.

4.8 Group-Oriented Coordination

Adaptive Agent Organisation can focus on different perspectives: the macro-level
for analysing and coordinating the overall performance of an IT-ecosystem, and the
micro-view for observing and manipulating the autonomous agents and an interac-
tion layer for interlinking both. Taking global and individual objectives into account,
the metaphor of groups can combine them to improve their utilities and benefits. Co-
operation and coordination mechanisms need to find an equilibrium for global and
individual objectives. We apply the group-oriented coordination on a simple exam-
ple allowing agents to form faster and slower groups, described more in detail in
Görmer&Müller [25]. As previously explained in Chap. 1 Sect. 1.5,Groupingal-
lows an agent to extend its range of perception (RoP) by exchanging information
with other members. Agents are coordinated at group level. Group-oriented coordi-
nation allows agents e.g. to form faster and slower agent groups. Each group has an
agent group leader. In case fast groups are blocked by other slow groups, the group
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leaders will communicate with each other to arrange plans for each group (called
group plans). The group plans are known to all group members.Acting based on
group plans, quick agents can avoid being blocked by other slow agents and vice
versa. Informally, the three main elements of group-oriented coordination can be
described as follows:

1. Decentralised dynamic agent grouping: Agents autonomously form groups de-
siring the same goal. An agent group contains a group leader and members. The
group leader is responsible for the coordination of the group’s members to avoid
detectedconflict situationswith other groups or agents. Since agent organisations
usually are situated in dynamic environments, agent groupsare dynamically cre-
ated and maintained. This means, the number of agent groups and the number of
members of a group change constantly over time.

2. Conflict detection and global coordination: The second element of group-
oriented cooperation is to coordinate members in case of conflict between agent
groups. A conflict situation can be detected by group leader or members. Each
agent of a group will scan in its range of perception (RoP) forother groups,
which potentially will block its group (conflict group detection). Once a conflict
situation between two or more groups is detected, it will be communicated to
group leaders. A group leader coordinates its members by defining an appropri-
ate group plan. The choice of group plans is a negotiating process between lead-
ers of groups, which are in conflict situation. The group plans have a warranty
that members are not blocked by members of other groups. Communication lim-
itations only allow an agent to communicate with other agents when they are in
a fixed RoP. This means, a leader cannot exchange message withanother leader
of a conflict group if the two are out of communication range. However, we as-
sume that members of an agent group can forward messages of their leaders to
receivers in a multihop fashion.

3. Coordination strategy of an individual agent: At this step agents decide their
plan of actions for the next time period. Reaching and maintaining desired goal
is the original goal of each agent. An agent chooses its plans, which allows it to
reach its goal as soon as possible. However a member agent should (sometimes)
obey the coordination of its group leader to avoid conflict situations. Thus, an
agent should always decide whether to choose its own plan based on the coordi-
nation of leader or to choose it based on its local goal.

4.9 Organisational perspective of a task assignment model for
cooperative MAS

The problem of coordination of multiple mobile agents whichcollaborate to achieve
a common goal in an environment with variable communicationconstraints arises
in numerous man-made systems. In order to analyze such systems, the design of
coordination and agreement strategies and mechanisms withspecific inter-agent in-
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formation exchange principles, and limited communication, together with their in-
fluence to the emergent behaviour of the system must be addressed.

In [24] we address a cooperative control problem in which a team of mobile
agents under different inter-agent communication conditions has to accomplish cer-
tain mission. Generating the individual agent trajectories and associated actions that
accomplish this objective can be viewed as the dynamic assignment of each agent
to certain subset of spatially distributed tasks in some chronological order.

To efficiently assign agents to tasks, we are interested in finding a maximum
matching (i.e., a one-to-one assignment of agents to tasks)which minimizes some
multi-agent system’s (MAS) collective cost function. The value of the latter is as-
sumed to be the sum of the individual costs associated with each agent-task pair
matching in each assignment run, depending on some factor (e.g., time, energy,
etc.) that it takes every agent to travel to and complete its assigned task. This kind
of problem is equivalent to the minimum weight maximum matching problem in
a bipartite graph or assignment problem in the operational research field; the latter
can be written as an integer linear program and optimal solutions can be computed
in polynomial time. Many centralized algorithms of polynomial complexity exist to
solve it, e.g., primal simplex methods, Hungarian, dual simplex (see, e.g., [37]) and
relaxation methods (see, e.g., [30]).

However, in the case of decentralized cooperative MAS wherethere is no central-
ized decision-maker and each agent keeps potentially different local information, the
centralized algorithms for task assignment are inadequate. Since, generally, agents
are placed on different positions and possibly with different utility functions, the
benefit and the costs of getting assigned to a particular taskwill be different. As-
suming that agents are capable of communication, and that each agent may have
information that is local and not known globally throughoutthe team, agents will
have to exchange relevant information and negotiate in order to find the sufficiently
good assignment for all. Such MAS scenarios require decentralized coordination
mechanisms and rules which will assign tasks to appropriateagents in order to ob-
tain a mutually acceptable and efficient outcome. In [24], a distributed coordination
model for task assignment is proposed, which is based on two coordination mecha-
nisms which are complementing one another based on the shapeof the communica-
tion graph among agents: a distributed version of the Hungarian method [24] which
calculates an optimal solution to the task assignment problem, and the dynamic it-
erative auction [35] inspired by Bertseka’s auction algorithm. Agents select the task
assignment mechanism based on the connectivity of their communication graph,
and when selected, the mechanism defines a set of roles and thestrategies for these
roles that by mutual interaction find the multiple task assignment that maximizes
the global system’s utility. It is clear that the shape of thecommunication graph is
directly influenced by the choice of the agents’ transmitting range, i.e., the larger the
range, the less likely it is that the communication network becomes disconnected.

The proposed task-assignment model integrates two mechanisms for efficient
task assignment: distributed algorithm based on the Hungarian method [24] in the
case of complete communication graph and the distributed iterative auction algo-
rithm [35] inspired by Bertsekas auction algorithm [10] in the case of a disconnected
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communication graph among agents. They are integrated in this way because the
former is less computationally expensive and together withthe latter, it gives the
optimal assignment solution in the case of completely connected communication
network. The latter can function also in the case of disconnected communication
network, resulting in the sub-optimal result where the performance is bounded in
the worst case ([24],[35]).

These two coordination mechanisms promote desirable social behaviour in terms
of efficient optimal or close to optimal task assignment solutions for collaborative
organisation-based multi-agent systems (MAS) with variable inter-agent commu-
nication range. These two mechanisms complement each otherdepending on the
momentary communication range among agents.

The result is a joint plan that is optimal, or sub-optimal regarding the global
utility of a MAS. The mechanisms are stable, informational decentralized and effi-
cient in respect to the information exchange in the sense that agents communicate
small amounts of relevant information in each round of the performance instead of
completely specifying their preferences over the entire space of future actions and
possible events. The distributed Hungarian method is much less computationally
expensive than the auction algorithm which, in contrary canbe used also when the
communication graph among agents is not fully connected. The lack of informa-
tion in unconnected communication graph results in an inferior but still acceptable
assignment result. We applied the model in the organisation-based ambulance man-
agement of patient emergencies. In this scenario, ambulances act as a team that has
the objective to reach each appearing emergency patient in the shortest time possi-
ble. Obviously, patients might appear in different times and places. Then, the task
of the ambulance team is to organize its operation by reaching an agreement on
ambulance-patient assignment. In the scope of our model, patients are seen as tasks.
We assume a decentralized scenario since ambulances are intrinsically decentralized
resources, i.e., each ambulance crew can control only its local behaviour and can
only exchange information by communication with other agents in the emergency
management system. It is assumed that each ambulance agent has an information
regarding its position and can receive the information regarding the position of all
patients in the environment through the coordinates on a mapof the environment.
If the number of patients is small, a patient assignment problem can be solved by a
centralized emergency manager. If the latter is missing, then the ambulance agents,
by mutual communication and information exchange, find an optimal assignment
solution through the distributed Hungarian method algorithm. When the connectiv-
ity of the communication graph is not complete, the agents can follow the dynamic
iterative auction algorithm with mobility to get assigned and manage the emergency
patient cases in a decentralized manner. More details of theapplication of distributed
task-assignment model presented here can be found in the Part on Applications of
Agreement Technologies in this book.
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4.10 Conclusions

Organisations represent an effective mechanism for activity coordination, not only
for humans but also for agents. Nowadays, the organisation concept has become a
relevant issue in the multi-agent system area, as it enablesanalysing and designing
coordination and collaboration mechanisms in an easier way, especially for open
systems.

In this chapter, we have presented different approaches foradaptive agent organ-
isations, including methods for designing and/or implementing this kind of systems.
In all these sections we have emphasized the proposals developed within the COST
action IC0801.
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